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SUMMARY 

The aim of the thesis is to improve probabilistic analysis of time-variant structural reli-
ability under stationary conditions. Firstly, probabilistic structural analysis and reliabil-
ity methods devoted to time-invariant cases are reviewed. Approaches to time-variant 
reliability analysis are then investigated and their major benefits and drawbacks are 
identified. It appears that a great number of actions on structures can be approximated 
by rectangular wave renewal processes with random durations between renewals*. The 
submitted analysis is, therefore, fully focused on reliability problems considering com-
binations of various types of such renewal processes. 

Since all the newly proposed procedures are verified by the Crude Monte Carlo 
technique, simulation of the processes is investigated in detail. A new method assuming 
random initial conditions simulation, leading to significant reduction of the required 
computational, time is developed. 

Currently used formulas for basic characteristics of a single renewal process, 
probability of “on”-state and expected number of renewals, are re-examined considering 
random initial conditions. The probability of “on”-state is derived for the considered 
renewal processes assuming a “sufficiently” long observed period. Obtained initial 
probability of “on”-state indicates that probability of “on”-state is independent of the 
observed period. This is confirmed by the Monte Carlo simulations. It is shown that the 
currently available formula for the so-called “non-stationary” probability of “on”-state 
(i.e. for relatively short observed periods) fails in particular when the “sustained” proc-
esses are considered. It is further shown that the expected number of renewals can be 
obtained similarly as the expected number of renewals of a Poisson process (i.e. se-
quence of random intervals having an exponential distribution). 

Time-variant reliability analysis is then investigated assuming an arbitrary num-
ber of mutually independent processes. Initially, the outcrossing rate ν+ is newly de-
rived for the considered processes. It is, however, recognized that evaluation of the rate 
may become cumbersome. Therefore, a new upper bound ν* on the outcrossing rate ν+ 
is introduced. The bound ν* can be effectively evaluated by any of the “standard” reli-
ability methods for time-invariant cases. 

It is further shown that the currently available upper bound fails for combination 
of the “spike-like” processes and its improvement is required. Based on the upper bound 
ν*, a new upper bound on the failure probability is, therefore, proposed. Again, as this 
bound may be directly determined by any time-invariant reliability method, the compu-
tational time may be considerably decreased. Moreover, an optimisation procedure is 

                                                 
* Note that such processes are in the following text referred to as R-processes to simplify the ter-

minology. 
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outlined in order to reduce a number of failure probability evaluations necessary for es-
timation of the upper bound. 

It is shown that the currently available lower bound well describes combinations 
of “non-varying” processes while it yields rather crude estimates for combinations of 
“spike-like” processes and should be replaced in such cases by the newly introduced 
lower bound. The final lower bound on the failure probability is proposed as a maxi-
mum value of the currently available and newly introduced lower bounds. 

An extensive numerical comparison of all the discussed formulas with the 
Monte Carlo simulations confirms the above drawn conclusions. It also indicates that 
the newly developed upper bound yields nearly the exact solution when the failure prob-
ability is less than 10-2. This conclusion seems to be valid for any types of processes. It 
is, therefore, expected that the newly developed upper bound will become a useful tool 
in structural applications. Numerical studies further indicate that, in general, it is neces-
sary to evaluate both the lower bounds and then estimate the failure probability by the 
final lower bound. Desirable extensions and related tasks for further research are out-
lined. 
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ANOTACE 

Předkládaná práce se zaměřuje na pravděpodobnostní rozbor časově závislé spolehli-
vosti stavebních konstrukcí za předpokladu stacionárních podmínek. 

Nejprve jsou stručně uvedeny základní principy pravděpodobnostního rozboru 
spolehlivosti za předpokladu časově nezávislých základních veličin. 

Současně používané metody řešení časově závislého rozboru spolehlivosti jsou 
následně zhodnoceny a jejich hlavní výhody a nevýhody jsou stanoveny. Ukazuje se, že 
velké množství zatížení působících na stavební konstrukce může být popsáno pomocí 
náhodných přerušovaných stupňovitých procesů. Předkládaná práce se proto plně zamě-
řuje na rozbor časově závislé spolehlivosti s použitím těchto procesů. 

Protože všechny odvozené poznatky a postupy jsou ověřeny pomocí simulací za-
ložených na technice Monte Carlo, principy generování stupňovitých procesů jsou 
podrobně vysvětleny a kriticky zhodnoceny. Je navržena nová metoda simulování ná-
hodných počátečních podmínek z odvozené distribuční funkce pro počáteční interval 
mezi změnami intenzity zatížení. Tato metoda vede k významnému snížení časové ná-
ročnosti simulací. 

Vztahy používané pro základní popisné charakteristiky uvažovaných procesů, 
pravděpodobnost výskytu zatížení a průměrný počet změn intenzity, jsou kriticky pře-
zkoumány s ohledem na náhodné počáteční podmínky. Pravděpodobnost výskytu zatí-
žení je odvozena za předpokladu „dostatečně“ dlouhého sledovaného období. Vztah zís-
kaný pro počáteční pravděpodobnost výskytu zatížení potom naznačuje, že 
pravděpodobnost výskytu zatížení je časově nezávislá veličina. Tento závěr je potvrzen 
výsledky simulací. Je prokázáno, že vztah pro „nestacionární“ pravděpodobnost výskytu 
(odvozený v literatuře pro krátká sledovaná období) selhává pro určité typy stupňovi-
tých procesů. Ukazuje se, že průměrný počet změn intenzity zatížení může být získán ze 
vztahu pro Poissonův proces (řada náhodných intervalů s exponenciálním rozdělením 
pravděpodobností). 

Časově závislý rozbor spolehlivosti je následně proveden pro kombinaci libo-
volného počtu nezávislých stupňovitých procesů. Intenzita překročení mezního stavu ν+ 
(outcrossing rate/intensity) je nově odvozena pro uvažované stupňovité procesy. Zdá se 
však, že výpočet odhadu pravděpodobnosti poruchy založený na intenzitě ν+ může být 
časově náročný. Proto je odvozena horní mez ν* intenzity ν+. Horní mez ν* může být 
stanovena libovolnou metodou pro časově nezávislé rozbory spolehlivosti a časová ná-
ročnost výpočtu může být tedy významně snížena. 

Je prokázáno, že dosud používaná horní mez pravděpodobnosti poruchy selhává 
při odhadu pravděpodobnosti poruchy pro procesy s velmi krátkými zatěžovacími pulsy. 

S využitím horní meze ν* je odvozena nová horní mez pravděpodobnosti poru-
chy. Časová náročnost výpočtů může být snížena, protože novou horní mez lze stanovit 
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jakoukoliv metodou pro časově nezávislé úlohy. Navíc je naznačen optimalizační po-
stup, který by vedl k redukci počtu vyčíslení pravděpodobnosti poruchy nezbytných 
k určení nové horní meze a tedy opět k úspoře času. 

Ukazuje se, že kombinace procesů s relativně malým průměrným počtem změn 
intenzit lze dobře popsat pomocí dosud používané dolní meze pravděpodobnosti poru-
chy. Nově navržená dolní mez vede k přesnějším odhadům zejména pro kombinace pro-
cesů s krátkými zatěžovacími pulsy. Vzhledem k tomu, že obě dolní meze poskytují 
dolní mez pro jakékoliv kombinace procesů, je navržena výsledná dolní mez pravděpo-
dobnosti poruchy jako maximální hodnota z obou dolních mezí. 

Odvozené poznatky a postupy jsou numericky ověřeny simulační metodou Mon-
te Carlo. Ukazuje se, že nově navržená horní mez pravděpodobnosti poruchy vede 
k téměř přesným odhadům pro pravděpodobnosti poruchy menší než 10-2. Tento závěr 
platí pro jakékoliv typy stupňovitých procesů. Očekává se, nově navržená horní mez se 
stane užitečným vztahem při praktických aplikacích ověřování časově závislé spolehli-
vosti. 

Numerické studie také potvrzují, že pro dostatečně přesnou dolní mez je 
v obecném případě nutno stanovit výslednou dolní mez pravděpodobnosti poruchy ma-
ximalizací z dosud používané a nově odvozené dolní meze. 

S ohledem na znalosti získané při řešení disertační práce jsou vymezeny oblasti 
dalšího výzkumu. 
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1 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

1.1 Motivation 

At present structural design is frequently based on the partial factor method as intro-
duced in [CEN, 2002]. This approach provides structural engineers with a relatively 
simple design procedure. However, application of this design method may often lead to 
non-uniform reliability of structural systems or members made of different building ma-
terials and exposed to different combinations of actions. 

Well-balanced structural reliability can be achieved using design procedures 
based on probabilistic methods. Uncertainties in structural resistance and actions on 
structures are described by common tools of the theory of probability and mathematical 
statistics. The basic principles, data, and guidelines for the probabilistic design are given 
for example in [JCSS, 2001]. 

Two basic categories of probabilistic approaches to structural reliability can be 
distinguished: time-invariant and time-variant analysis. Methods of time-invariant 
analysis* seem to be well-developed. Perhaps further investigation in the field of model-
ling of basic variables, in particular multi-dimensional variables, is needed. On the other 
hand, it appears that time-variant analysis is less developed and further research is re-
quired [Rackwitz, 2000]. 

In time-invariant reliability analysis, basic variables may be represented by ran-
dom variables or fields described by moment characteristics and correlations or correla-
tion functions. Failure probability of a structural system or member may be then esti-
mated with respect to all relevant limit states and compared with a target value. 

Actions on structures are, however, often of a time-variant nature. Furthermore 
resistance may be also time-dependent due to degradation of material properties. Thus 
time-variant reliability analysis is frequently required for probabilistic structural design. 
Basic approaches to time-variant reliability analysis are indicated in [JCSS, 2001]. It 
appears that a sufficiently accurate and relatively simple model for civil engineering ap-
plications is obtained when intermittent rectangular wave renewal processes with expo-
nential durations are adopted for time-variant phenomena. 

A closed-form solution of the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) is available only for re-
newal processes with fixed durations between renewals. It appears that currently used 
approximations of the failure probability yields rather crude estimates of Pf(t1,t2) and 
fails in some cases. Improved formulas for estimates of Pf(t1,t2) are, therefore, needed. 
These formulas should then become an efficient tool of time-variant reliability analysis 
and probabilistic design. 

                                                 
* It is emphasized that reliability problems involving one-dimensional random variables are pri-

marily discussed here. 
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1.2 Statement of the problem 

The submitted research is aimed at a desired improvement of probabilistic analysis of 
time-dependent structural reliability under the following assumptions: 

− linear structural members with respect to a single failure mode are investigated 
only, i.e. load effects may be superposed, 

− variation of the resistance in time is neglected, 
− failure and safe domains are time-invariant, i.e. requirements on a structural com-

ponent remain the same in time, 
− arbitrary number of independent stationary load processes Si is considered, 
− load effects are approximated as quasi-static, i.e. dynamic effects are not taken 

into account, 
− the effects are assumed as one-dimensional random variables (i.e. effects of ran-

dom fields can be represented by one-dimensional variables). 
Various types of renewal processes adopted for random loads are critically dis-

cussed. Full attention is then paid to reliability analysis based on intermittent rectangu-
lar wave renewal processes with exponential durations. 

1.3 Objectives of the thesis 

The main objectives of the thesis are as follows: 
− verification of characteristics of a single process using the Crude Monte Carlo 

(MC) simulation. The expected number of renewals within the observed period T 
should be re-examined. The stationary and non-stationary probability of “on”-
state of a process are to be checked, i.e. the probabilities of “on”-state should be 
investigated for short as well as long observed periods T, 

− description of a combination of several load processes. New concept of condi-
tional probabilities of coincidence is needed for the desired improvement of the 
time-variant reliability analysis, 

− re-investigation of the currently available bounds on Pf(t1,t2). As preliminary re-
sults indicate that these bounds yield to rather crude estimates or may fail in 
some cases, verification of these formulas is desired, 

− upper bound on Pf(t1,t2). As the currently available upper bound may fail to pro-
vide an upper bound, the improved upper bound should be derived, 

− lower bound on Pf(t1,t2). As the currently used simple lower bound may provide 
“rough” estimates in some cases, a new lower bound should be developed, 

− validation of the proposed formulas using the MC simulation. As verification of 
all the proposed formulas can be carried out using simulation methods, a software 
program that would simulate processes shall be further developed, 
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− numerical examples considering combinations of various types of load processes 
should be elaborated to indicate applicability of the newly introduced formulas. 
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2 STATE-OF-THE-ART 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Deterministic structural design 
Civil engineering structures are exposed to various actions including environmental in-
fluences that may have significant effects on structural performance. Moreover, com-
mon natural or man-made actions may ultimately lead to failure. Actions are as a rule 
random in nature and may hardly be predicted by a fixed value in the design stage. 
Structural engineers then face the problem how to consider all the uncertainties associ-
ated with civil structures. 

Various design methods have been developed to verify structural reliability. 
Nowadays structural design is mostly based on the partial factor method as introduced 
in [CEN, 2002]. Requirements on structural performance are defined by a set of reliabil-
ity conditions. All basic variables involved in the reliability conditions are in the design 
stage considered by specified design (deterministic) values. For example, reliability of a 
structural component may be verified by the following general reliability condition 

 Ed ≤ Rd (2.1) 
where Ed = design value of the combined load effect and Rd = design value of the resis-
tance. The reliability level is controlled by a number of partial factors used to specify 
the design values. 

This deterministic approach provides a relatively simple design procedure that 
can be easily implemented into the design provisions. However, reliability level may 
considerably vary for structural systems or members made of different building materi-
als and exposed to different combinations of actions. 

2.1.2 Probabilistic structural design 
Well-balanced structural reliability can be achieved using design procedures based on 
probabilistic methods. This approach to the verification of structural reliability has been 
already allowed as an alternative design procedure in [ISO, 1998 and CEN, 2002]. Un-
certainties in resistance and loadings are described by methods of the theory of prob-
ability and mathematical statistics. The basic principles, data, and guidelines for prob-
abilistic design are given in [JCSS, 2001]. 

2.1.2.1 Models for basic variables 
All basic variables involved in the reliability analysis are generally considered as ran-
dom quantities. If the spatial fluctuation of a time-invariant basic variable X is negligi-
ble, one-dimensional random variable having a certain probability distribution may be 
used to approximate random properties of X. When the spatial fluctuation needs to be 
considered in the analysis, a random field can be used to describe distribution of X. 
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When the basic variable X is essentially time-variant, then one- or multi-dimensional 
random processes may be applied. 

Resistance of structural members is usually modelled by random quantities de-
scribing material properties, dimensions and model uncertainties. Material strength f and 
modulus of elasticity E are perhaps the two most significant material properties used in 
structural models. Both these properties are often mutually correlated and space-variant. 
They can even be time-variant due to e.g. degradation. Steel and concrete strength and 
modulus may be described by a two-parameter lognormal distribution (LN). Various 
theoretical models can be appropriate for description of dimensions, e.g. beta, two- or 
three-parameter LN or gamma distributions. A two-parameter LN distribution is also 
used to describe uncertainties of a theoretical model. 

Actions on structures are traditionally classified as permanent or variable. A 
typical permanent action is the self-weight. Its variation in time around a mean is fre-
quently so small that the self-weight is commonly considered as time-invariant. More-
over, variability within a structural part is normally also negligible. Intensity of the self-
weight is usually assumed to have a normal distribution N. 

Variable actions are significantly variant in time and sometimes also in space. 
The most important variable action, imposed load, covers live loads on floors in build-
ings. These loads may be customarily divided into two components, sustained and in-
termittent* load. The sustained imposed load, e.g. weight of furniture and heavy equip-
ment, is assumed to: 

− change its intensity once in a certain long period (say, in years), 
− remain approximately a constant intensity during this period. 

A gamma distribution is often applied to describe intensity of the sustained imposed 
load. 

Intermittent imposed load, e.g. crowding of people or temporary storage, has a 
relatively brief duration (hours or days) and renews in a period of several months. Its in-
tensity may have an exponential distribution. Note that intensity maxima of both the 
types of the imposed load may be conveniently described by a Gumbel distribution or 
other appropriate types of extreme-value distributions. 

Snow load is usually imposed on structures by snow storms. Their renewals are 
assumed to occur in a period of one year. The snow load is then assumed to be “on” for 
several days or weeks. A gamma distribution is used for intensity of the snow load. 
Maxima may be then approximated by a Gumbel distribution. 

Structural response to the above mentioned actions is primarily static and load 
effects can be, therefore, described by the same type of models as original actions. This 
is not the case of another important variable action, wind load. Taking into account that 
structural response is proportional to the square of a wind speed, only high intensity 

                                                 
* An intermittent imposed load is sometimes referred to as “transient” imposed load in literature. 
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winds, e.g. storms and hurricanes, are usually considered in the reliability analysis. Such 
extreme actions, however, induce dynamic structural response. In the following it is as-
sumed that dynamic effects of the wind load have been already covered in a quasi-static 
model. The wind load is then treated similarly as other “static” actions. 

Wind storms are expected to appear few times a year. Extremes of their intensity 
are commonly described by a Gumbel distribution. 

Uncertainties in modelling of actions and load effects are regarded in the reli-
ability analysis by coefficients of model uncertainty having a two-parameter LN distri-
bution. 

Note that there are many other types of actions affecting a structural reliability 
that are not mentioned above. Recommendations on their modelling may be found e.g. 
in [JCSS, 2001] and in [Wen, 1990]. In addition space variability of all the foregoing 
actions, perhaps except for the self-weight, need to be correctly considered in the reli-
ability analysis. 

It can be stated that mathematical background is sufficiently developed for mod-
elling of time-invariant quantities when all basic variables can be approximated by one-
dimensional random variables. Time-invariant analysis based on random fields is 
mathematically more complicated and not so well developed [Wen, 1990]. Time-variant 
analysis based on random processes needs to be further investigated as concluded in 
[Rackwitz, 2000]. 

2.1.2.2 Verification of a reliability level 
Once appropriate models are adopted for the basic variables, the probabilistic reliability 
analysis can be carried out. Requirements on structural performance are now expressed 
by the so-called limit state function(s). The failure probability is the probability that the 
limit state is exceeded. The reliability level of a structure or its component is assessed 
comparing the actual failure probability Pf with a target value Pt. Alternatively, an 
equivalent indicator of reliability level, reliability index β, is frequently used in the reli-
ability assessment. The reliability condition is 

 Pf ≤ Pt or β > βt (2.2) 
where βt = target (recommended) value of reliability index. Reliability index β is de-
rived from Pf by the following transformation 

 β = -Φ-1(Pf) (2.3) 

where Φ-1 is the inverse of the standardized normal cumulative distribution function 
(CDF). 

Parametric studies and probabilistic optimization [Kuschel & Rackwitz, 2000] 
help to specify the “optimal” target probability and design parameters. 
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2.2 Time-invariant reliability analysis 

2.2.1 Time-invariant failure probability 
Consider a structural member with respect to a single failure mode under time-invariant 
conditions. Assume that load effects due to arbitrary number of independent actions can 
be: 

− linearly combined, 
− considered as quasi-static, i.e. dynamic effects are not taken into account, 
− represented by one-dimensional random variables. If the variable represents an 

effect of a random field, then spatial properties of the field should be taken into 
account when specifying parameters of the variable. 
Let g(X) be the limit state function (LSF) for the investigated failure mode. Vec-

tor X is a vector of random time-invariant variables X describing physical variables such 
as material and geometrical properties, loads and model uncertainties, with the joint 
probability density function fX(X). A failure domain V is defined by the inequality 
g(X) < 0, safe domain U by g(X) > 0 and limit state (failure surface) by g(X) = 0. The 
time-invariant failure probability Pf can be then defined as 

 ∫=≤=
V

fgP xxX X d)(]0)([Pf  (2.4) 

If the limit state function g(X) is known in an explicit form, various methods are 
applicable to compute the failure probability Pf [ISO, 1998 and Melchers, 1999]: 

− exact analytical methods, 
− numerical integration methods (see section 2.2.2), 
− approximate analytical methods (see section 2.2.3), 
− simulation methods (see section 2.2.4), 

or a combination of these methods. Note that the equation (2.4) can be hardly integrated 
analytically in practical applications and, therefore, the exact analytical methods are not 
discussed here. 

However, the limit state function is rarely available explicitly in the closed form 
for complicated structures. In such cases the following methods are used to evaluate Pf 
from an implicitly given limit state function: 

− Perturbation method [Liu et al., 1988], 
− Neumann expansion solution [Ghanem & Spanos, 1991], 
− Response surface method, 
− branch and bound methods [Thoft-Christensen & Murotsu, 1986]. 

Recently, many applications have been based on Response surface method [Waarts, 
2000]. A brief description of this approach is given in section 2.2.5. 
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2.2.2 Numerical integration methods 
Numerical integration procedure [Karadeniz & Vrouwenvelder, 2004] usually starts 
with the transformation of the vector X. All basic variables in the X-space, space of 
variables X, are mapped onto the independent standard normal variables in the U-space, 
space of independent standard normal variables [Hohenbichler & Rackwitz, 1981 and 
Ditlevsen, 1981]. The integration of (2.4) can be then expressed in the multiple summa-
tion as 

 ( )[ ] ( )∑ ∑ ∑
∞

−∞=

∞

−∞=

∞

−∞=

∆=
i j k

fgIP uuu UKf  (2.5) 

where I[g(u)] = zero-one indicator function defined such that I[g(u)] = 1 if g(u) < 0 and 
zero otherwise. The infinite integration limits may be replaced by appropriate upper and 
lower bounds. 

Computations using numerical integration, however, become cumbersome if the 
dimension of the problem exceeds about 5 [Melchers, 1992 and Rackwitz, 2000]. Note 
that a limit number of 10 basic variables is reported in [Waarts, 2000]. In any case nu-
merical integration is commonly applied only for verification of other methods. 

2.2.3 Approximate analytical methods 
Direct evaluation of Pf from (2.4) is generally rather difficult and may be a time-
demanding task. For practical applications various approximate analytical methods have 
been developed to reduce required computational time and make computations feasible. 
The following operations are essential in the approximate methods FORM, First Order 
Reliability Method [Rackwitz & Fiessler, 1978], and SORM, Second Order Reliability 
Method [Fiessler et al., 1979 and Breitung, 1984]: 

− basic random variables X are transformed into independent standard normal vari-
ables U and the limit state function from g(X) into g(U), 

− the limit state/failure surface g(u) is approximated by (hyper)planes or quadratic 
(hyper)surfaces at the so-called design points [Hasofer & Lind, 1974], 

− the reliability index β is determined as a distance of g(u) from the origin of coor-
dinates. 
Note that a hyperplane is adopted as an approximation in FORM while a quad-

ratic hypersurface is used in SORM. Among other approximate methods, the mean 
value approach may be mentioned [Karadeniz & Vrouwenvelder, 2004]. 

Approximate methods, in particular the FORM/SORM methods, have become a 
useful and efficient tool for structural reliability analysis. They are incomparably faster 
than other methods and practically limited to several hundreds basic random variables 
[Rackwitz, 2000]. 
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2.2.4 Simulation methods 
Contrary to the approximate analytical methods, simulation methods are applied to 
evaluate Pf directly from (2.4). The basic principle is that random values of vector X are 
sampled and the number of trials* leading to failure is identified. Simulation methods 
can be divided into: 

− zero-one indicator methods: 
− Crude Monte Carlo method [Schreider, 1967], 
− Importance sampling [Harbitz, 1983 and Melchers, 1992], 
− Adaptive sampling [Bucher, 1988], 
− Latin hypercube sampling [McKay et al., 2000], 

− conditional expectation methods: 
− Directional simulation [Bjerager, 1988], 
− Axis-orthogonal simulation [Hohenbichler & Rackwitz, 1988]. 

The two most frequently used simulation methods, the Crude Monte Carlo (MC) 
method and Importance sampling, are briefly described below. 

In the Crude MC method, trials are obtained from the relevant probability distri-
butions on the purely random basis. The failure probability is estimated as 

 f
f

f P
n
nP ≈=  (2.6) 

where nf = ( )[ ]∑
=

n

i

gI
1

x  = number of trials for which g(x) < 0 and n = sample size. 

This estimation, sample mean, converges to the exact Pf with an increasing sam-
ple size. In the Crude MC method only a small number of trials, however, fall into the 
failure domain. Therefore, it may require a large sample size for small failure probabili-
ties to reach target accuracy and the method may thus become inefficient [Karadeniz & 
Vrouwenvelder, 2004]. E.g. a minimum sample size of 25 to 100 times the reciprocal of 
Pf is recommended in [Wen, 1990] to reach reasonable confidence on the probability es-
timate (V(Pf) ~ 0.1-0.2). 

Various improved sampling techniques, often referred to as variance reduction 
techniques, have been consequently suggested to reduce a required sample size at the 
same accuracy. One of the most efficient variance reduction techniques is Importance 
sampling. 

                                                 
* Note that the term “trial” accepted from [JCSS, 2002] is used in the following text for a value 

of a random variable taken from population assuming a given probability distribution. However, e.g. al-
ternative terms “sampling unit” or “sample” can be found in literature instead of the term “trial”. Number 
of trials is referred to as a sample size here. 
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Trials are simulated from a suitably selected probability density function, Impor-
tance sampling density hX(x), so that failure is reached in a large number of trials. The 
key and difficult task is of course a proper choice of the Importance sampling density. 
Some recommendations are summarized in [Melchers, 1992]. A successful choice of the 
sampling density significantly reduces the sample size [Karadeniz & Vrouwenvelder, 
2004]. 

Once the Importance sampling density is chosen, trials are simulated from hX(x) 
and estimate of the failure probability then becomes, analogously with (2.6) 

 ( )[ ]∑
=









=

n

i h
fgI

n
P

1
f )(

)(1
x
xx

X

X  (2.7) 

where fX(x) = original probability density function. 
The simulation methods, in particular the variance reduction techniques such as 

Importance sampling, have been recognized to be quite efficient and reliable tool in 
structural reliability applications. All the simulation methods can be, however, rather 
time-consuming. 

2.2.5 Response surface methods 
For complicated structures, in particular for highly non-linear problems, response to 
loads is unknown in advance and the limit state function cannot be given in an explicit 
form. In such cases a structure is often analysed by Finite element (FE) method. Re-
sponse surface approach may be then applied to verify structural reliability. Response 
surface methods generally approximate the actual limit state by a quadratic hypersur-
face. Construction of the hypersurface/response surface is carried out through an algo-
rithmic procedure: 

− evaluation of few selected deterministic structural analyses to reach a limit state 
by iterations, 

− regression analysis of their results. 
After a limited number of finite element runs, the response surface is built up by 

the least-square method. Standard reliability procedures can be then applied to calculate 
the failure probability or the reliability index. Combination of response surface with Di-
rectional sampling technique and FORM is outlined in [Waarts, 2000] and in [Lemaire 
et al., 2000], respectively. Applications of response surface approach are given e.g. in 
[Bucher et al., 1988]. 

A great number of methods have been developed to determine time-invariant 
failure probability or reliability index. It seems that available methods cover almost all 
practical cases and no essential improvement is needed when considering one-
dimensional models for the basic variables. It is, however, foreseen that further re-
search will be required in the field of time-variant reliability analysis methods 
[Rackwitz, 2000]. 
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2.3 Time-variant reliability analysis 

2.3.1 Problem definition 
Time-invariance of basic variables is a basic assumption applied in the reliability analy-
sis described in section 2.2. However, resistance R and actions and load effects E are es-
sentially time-variant quantities due to degradation mechanisms and fluctuating nature 
of actions. Note that even dimensions may become time-dependent due to second order 
effects such as deterioration. In general time-variant properties of basic variables are 
taken into account in the so-called time-variant reliability analysis. 

The problem investigated in the submitted thesis is defined in this section. Note 
that assumptions specified in section 1.2 Statement of the problem are accepted and dis-
cussed in detail in the following. Since time-variant quantities need to be considered in 
the reliability analysis, some assumptions made in section 2.2 Time-invariant reliability 
analysis are to be relaxed. The following prerequisites are accepted here: 

− structural members with respect to a single failure mode are investigated only. 
System reliability analysis [Karadeniz & Vrouwenvelder, 2004] is not discussed, 

− static structural response to actions is considered only. Load effects are assumed 
to be quasi-static and can be, therefore, described by the same type of models as 
those used for the actions. It appears (see section 2.1.2.1) that a great number of 
common actions on structures induce a static structural response, 

− resistance variability in time is neglected, i.e. R(t) = R. In practical applications 
of time-variant reliability analysis, time variability of resistance is often ne-
glected or approximated by an appropriate point-in-time value. It means that 
time-variant effects of e.g. fatigue, creep, corrosion, etc. may be disregarded or 
correctly described by a time-invariant model. Note that a detailed time-variant 
analysis of resistance properties may be, however, necessary in some cases, e.g. 
deterioration of structures, 

− spatial variability of resistance (along a member) is neglected, i.e. R(x) = R 
where x = distance from the origin of a member. Space variability of e.g. material 
properties may significantly affect structural reliability. It is, however, believed 
that the spatial variability can be, at least as an approximation, taken into account 
by a one-dimensional random variable, 

− permanent actions are considered to be time-invariant and uniformly distributed 
along the analyzed component, i.e. G(x,t) = G. Similarly as for the resistance 
variables R, it is assumed that permanent actions G can be approximated by one-
dimensional random variables, 

− requirements on the analysed structural member are time-invariant. It implies that 
the limit state function and consequently failure and safe domains are also time-
invariant, i.e., g[X(t),t] = g[X(t)], V(t) = V and U(t) = U, 
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− arbitrary number of independent time-variant load processes is considered. Cor-
relation among load processes and their extreme values required for the upcom-
ing analysis is often neglected in practical applications since determination of 
correlation may be a difficult task. It is, therefore, assumed that the processes are 
independent, 

− load processes and their effects are represented by one-dimensional random 
processes. Their intensities are described by random variables. It is assumed that 
if the variable represents intensity of a random field, then spatial properties of the 
field are taken into account when specifying parameters of the variable, 

− stationary load processes are considered only. It is supposed that actual loads 
may be approximated by stationary processes Si(t) in the reliability analysis. Sta-
tionary conditions significantly simplify the upcoming analysis. Note that a sta-
tionary process S(t) has the following properties [Rackwitz, 1998 and Vorlíček et 
al., 1983]: (1) its parameters are invariant against time, i.e. mean µS(t) = µS and 
standard variation σS(t) = σS, and (2) arguments *

1t  and *
2t  in covariance function 

( )*
2

*
1 , ttCS  can be replaced by ∆t = | *

1t  - *
2t | for arbitrary values of *

1t  and *
2t , i.e. it 

holds that ( )*
2

*
1 , ttCS  = CS(∆t), 

− load effects can be linearly combined. This condition seems to be an acceptable 
approximation for practical applications. In addition it is assumed that all the load 
processes have only “unfavourable” effects, i.e. it can be generally stated that 
g[R, G, Si(t)] ≤ g[R, G]. 

2.3.2 Time-variant failure probability 
Under the conditions given in section 2.3.1 and in analogy with the time-invariant case 
(2.4), point-in-time or instantaneous failure probability Pf(t) may be generally defined 
as 

 ( )[ ]{ } ( ) ( )[ ] ( )∫=≤=
V

t ttftgtP xxX X d0P)(f  (2.8) 

where a vector of basic variables X(t) comprises a vector of resistance variables R, per-
manent actions G and vector of stationary processes S(t). 

An investigated time interval t∈(t1,t2) is denoted as a (deterministic) lifetime T, 
T = t2 – t1. The failure probability Pf(t1,t2) over a lifetime T, which is of main interest, is 
the probability that the limit state is exceeded at least once during the observed period 

 ( )[ ]{ }
( )[ ]{ }),(allfor0,,P1

),(oneleastatfor0,,P),(

21

2121f

ttttSg
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∈>−
=∈≤=
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K
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GR  (2.9) 

Clearly the time-invariant methods introduced in section 2.2 may be hardly ap-
plied without necessary approximations adopted in time-variant analysis. Three differ-
ent approaches to time-dependent problems are distinguished in [JCSS, 2001]: 
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− transformation into the time-invariant case (described in section 2.3.3), 
− applications of renewal processes (section 2.3.4), 
− models based on continuous and differentiable functions (section 2.3.5). 

2.3.3 Transformation into the time-invariant case 
The first approach consists in a transformation of the time-variant problem into the 
time-invariant one. Consider that an investigated structural member is exposed to sev-
eral simultaneously acting load processes Si(t). It is assumed that a linearly combined 
load effect E(t) of the time-variant processes is 

 ( ) ( )∑
=

=
n

i
i tStE

1

 (2.10) 

where n = number of processes. The maximum effect Emax over a lifetime T is in princi-
ple a random variable independent of time. Formally Emax is given by 

 ( )







= ∑

=

n

i
iT tSE

1
max max  (2.11) 

where maxT = maximum in a lifetime. Once Emax is determined, a random process prob-
lem is changed into the random variable problem 

 ( )[ ]0,,P),( max21f ≤= EgttP GR  (2.12) 

and the methods of time-invariant reliability analysis can be applied. 
Very conservative results are obtained by assuming that the processes will take 

their lifetime extreme at the same time 

 ( )[ ]∑
=

≈
n

i
iT tSE

1
max max  (2.13) 

Better approximation of Emax may be obtained using Turkstra’s rule [Turkstra, 
1970]. In accordance with this rule, the maximum effect of the combination occurs 
when one of the processes, the leading action, takes its lifetime maximum maxT[Si(t)] 
and the others, accompanying actions, are in their “arbitrary point-in-time value” 
maxT*[Si(t)] (for j = 1,2,…n ∩ i ≠ j). T* stands for an appropriately selected period (see 
below). It should be pointed out that maxT[Si(t)] and maxT*[Si(t)] are random variables. 

Application of Turkstra’s rule is explained considering two processes S1(t) and 
S2(t) only. Assume that the maximum maxT[Si(t)] has a duration Ti, e.g. the maximum 
snow load can be “on” for, say, 14 days; an intermittent imposed load can be present for 
hours. If a process S1(t) is the leading action in a combination, then its lifetime maxi-
mum maxT[S1(t)] shall be combined with a relevant “arbitrary point-in-time value” of a 
process S2(t), i.e. with its maximum value ( )[ ]tST 21

max  over a period T1, see Figure 1. A 

combination with the leading process S2(t) is treated similarly. Maximum of these two 
combinations then approximates the maximum effect Emax 
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Figure 1 indicates application of Turkstra’s rule for two load processes. 
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Figure 1. Turkstra’s rule for the maximum value of a sum of two processes. 

 

The equation (2.14) can be generalized for “n” independent processes. 
In general Turkstra’s rule neglects the possibility that the combined maximum 

Emax can occur in another point in time than when one of the processes reaches a maxi-
mum. Therefore, it is considered that this approach provides non-conservative estimates 
of the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) [Shinozuka, 1981b]. The error may or may not be sig-
nificant. It is observed [Wen, 1990] that Turkstra’s rule provides sufficiently accurate 
estimate for "low" failure probability problems (say Pf(t1,t2) < 10-2). In "high" failure 
probability problems Turkstra’s rule is a good approximation for a combination in 
which at least one is always present. Quite non-conservative results are obtained when 
combining intermittent loads in "high" failure probability problems. Note that determi-
nation of the lifetime extreme-value distributions required in the analysis may cause dif-
ficulties as the relevant measurements are frequently unavailable. 

2.3.4 Renewal processes 

2.3.4.1 Classification of renewal processes 
In the second approach listed in section 2.3.2, time-variant load processes are described 
by the so-called renewal processes. In general renewal processes approximate the actual 
load processes by discontinuous random load intensity functions. Renewal processes 
can be classified with respect to the following aspects: 

− durations between renewals Tren. Durations between renewals Tren, i.e. intervals 
between initiations of two subsequent pulses, may be fixed (see section 2.3.4.2) 
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or random having a certain probability distribution. Since time phenomena are 
usually well described by an exponential distribution, this distribution is accepted 
in the following for the durations Tren,i. In addition it is assumed that the durations 
are mutually independent (see section 2.3.4.3). Additional remarks on processes 
with durations having other distributions and on cluster models, which can de-
scribe correlated random durations, are provided in Annex A, 

− intermittency of a renewal process. If each “on”-state (interval Ton in which a 
load is present) is immediately followed by the subsequent “on”-state without 
any time gap Toff (“off”-state), than the process is called non-intermittent, i.e. the 
process is always “on”. If the “off”-state may occur after each “on”-state with a 
certain non-zero probability (less than one), then the process is called intermit-
tent. If there is a (random) gap between load pulses and each “on”-state is fol-
lowed by the “off”-state with probability equal to one, the process is called alter-
nating (see Annex A). Non-intermittent, intermittent and alternating renewal 
processes are indicated in Figure 2, 

− pulse shape. Various approximations can be accepted for variability of load in-
tensity during “on”-state. Commonly applied pulse shapes/wave types are rec-
tangular (i.e. intensity between initiation and ending of a wave is constant), tri-
angular or parabolic. Note that in many applications the rectangular waves are 
acceptable approximations leading to a conservative and simple model (a small 
number of parameters is required) in comparison with e.g. parabolic waves. The 
following analysis is thus confined to processes with the rectangular waves. 
Other wave types are briefly mentioned in Annex A, 

− auto-dependence of intensity magnitudes. It is usually assumed that intensity 
magnitudes in a renewal process are modelled by a series of identically distrib-
uted mutually independent random variables having a certain (the same) distribu-
tion. Models with auto-dependent magnitudes are mentioned in Annex A. 
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Figure 2. Non-intermittent, intermittent and alternating renewal processes. 

 

Processes with fixed durations between renewals are considered in section 
2.3.4.2. More general models, processes with exponential durations between renewals, 
are described in section 2.3.4.3. Advanced renewal processes are introduced in An-
nex A. 

2.3.4.2 Renewal processes with fixed durations between renewals 
When analyzing loading behaviour, the considered period can be divided into a number 
of intervals having fixed durations Tren. Non-intermittent and intermittent renewal proc-
esses with fixed durations between renewals are then distinguished. Renewal processes 
with fixed durations are sometimes referred to as Ferry Borges-Castanheta (FBC) load 
models after J. Ferry Borges and M. Castanheta, who suggested their application for 
code specification [Borges & Castanheta, 1985]. 

A simple model is obtained when the non-intermittent renewal processes with 
fixed durations Tren,i are applied for the actual load processes Si(t) [Schneider, 1997]. A 
possible application of such models for processes considered previously in Figure 1 
(section 2.3.3) is indicated in Figure 3. The original load histories are indicated in grey. 
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Figure 3. Non-intermittent processes with fixed durations between renewals. 

 

The process is then fully characterized by the deterministic duration Tren,i and 
distribution of maximum load intensity ( )[ ]tSiT iren,

max  over the duration Tren,i with prob-

ability density function (PDF) ( )xf
iTi ,ren,  and cumulative distribution function (CDF) 

( )xF
iTi ,ren, . 

Consider two processes S1(t) and S2(t) defined by certain CDFs and PDFs and 
Tren,2 ≥ Tren,1. The ratios r1 = Tren,2 / Tren,1 and r2 = T / Tren,2 (integers) are called repetition 
coefficients. The failure probability Pf(t1,t2) can be derived as follows: 

− the extreme ( )[ ]tST 12ren,
max  of the process S1(t) over Tren,2 is defined by CDF 

( )xF T 2,ren,1  derived from the given CDF ( )xF T 1,ren,1  as follows 
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∏
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K  (2.15a) 

− the extreme combined load effect 
2,renmax,TE  corresponding to Tren,2 is defined by 

CDF ( )xF TE 2,renmax ,  obtained from the convolution (see Annex B) 

 

( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]{ }
( )[ ] ( )[ ]{ } ( ) ( )∫

∞

∞−

−=−<=

=<+=

ξξξ dmaxmaxP

maxmaxP

2,ren2,ren2,ren2,ren

2,ren2,ren2,renmax

,2,121

21,

TTTT

TTTE

fxFtSxtS

xtStSxF

 (2.15b) 

− the extreme combined load effect Emax corresponding to the lifetime T is de-
scribed by CDF ( )xFEmax

, which is obtained in analogy with (2.15a) 

 ( ) ( )[ ] 2

2,renmaxmax ,
r

TEE xFxF =  (2.15c) 
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− considering g[X(t)] = R - S1(t) -S2(t), the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) can be ob-
tained from the time-invariant formula 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )∫
∞

∞−

−=<= ξξξ d1P,
maxmax21f RE fFEttP R  (2.15d) 

Generalization to several processes is provided in [Ditlevsen & Madsen, 1996]. Non-
intermittent processes may well describe loads with regular periodical changes, i.e. 
loads in storage tanks or bins. 

An extension to the intermittent processes Si(t) having fixed durations Tren,i is 
provided by the so-called discrete (in-time) binomial processes – Bernoulli sequences 
[Rackwitz & Fiessler, 1978 and Wen, 1990]. Contrary to non-intermittent processes 
with fixed durations, a load process Si(t) is present within each renewal with occurrence 
probability pi. Such intermittent processes S1(t) and S2(t) are indicated in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Intermittent processes with fixed durations between renewals. 
 

Figure 4 indicates that zero-value frequency during “off”-states affects proper-
ties of the actual intensity PDF ( )xf

iTi
*
, ,ren

. However, PDF ( )xf
iTi ,ren,  and corresponding 

CDF ( )xF
iTi ,ren,  given the load process Si(t) is “on” are usually known, i.e. only intensities 

during “on”-states are considered when specifying ( )xf
iTi ,ren,  and ( )xF

iTi ,ren, . 

The process is fully characterized by the deterministic duration Tren,i, probability 
distribution of load intensity given the load is “on” and by probability of occurrence pi. 
The same assumptions as for non-intermittent processes with fixed durations are ac-
cepted in the following. In addition consider that load intensity Si given its occurrence is 
always positive (Si > 0). In other words the probability that the intensity Si given occur-
rence is below zero is negligible or of zero-value, ( ) 00

,ren, ≈
iTiF . The failure probability 
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Pf(t1,t2) can be then derived for a combination of two processes in analogy with (2.15) 
as follows (always assuming x ≥ 0): 

− the extreme ( )[ ]tS
T 1
*

2ren,
max  of the process S1(t) over Tren,2 considering p1 is defined 

by CDF ( )xF T
*
,1 2,ren

 derived from the given CDF ( )xF T 1,ren,1  as 
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− the extreme combined load effect *
2,renmax,T

E  corresponding to Tren,2 is defined by 

CDF ( )xF
TE

*
2,ren,max

. The process S2(t) is “on” with the probability p2 and “off” with 

the complementary probability (1 - p2). ( )xF
TE

*
2,ren,max

 is thus defined by 
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− the last term of (2.16b) is obtained from (2.16a) and probability of S2(t) being 
“off” 

 ( )[ ] ( )[ ]{ } ( )[ ]{ } ( )( )2
*
,12

*
2

*
1

* 10maxP0maxmaxP
2,ren2,ren2,ren2,ren

pxFtStSxtS TTTT
−==×=<  (2.16c) 

− the term of (2.16b) including S2(t) being “on” is evaluated from the convolution 
(see Annex B) using (2.16a) and probability of S2(t) being “on” 
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− substitution of (2.16c) and (2.16d) into (2.16b) yields CDF ( )xF
TE

*
2,ren,max

 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xFpfxFpxF TTTTE

*
,12

0
,2

*
,12

*
2,ren2,ren2,ren2,ren,max

1d −+−= ∫
+∞
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− in analogy with (2.16a), CDF ( )xFE
*

max
 of the extreme combined load effect *

maxE  

corresponding to the lifetime T becomes 
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 ( ) ( )[ ] 2

2ren,maxmax

*
,

* r
TEE xFxF =  (2.16f) 

− the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) can be obtained from the convolution (see An-
nex B) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )∫
∞

∞−

−=<= ξξξ d1P, **
max21f max RE fFEttP R  (2.16g) 

Generalization to several processes can be found in [Rackwitz & Fiessler, 1978]. Appli-
cation of the intermittent renewal process with fixed durations adopted for wind speed is 
explained e.g. by [Wen, 1990]. 

The exact analytical or numerical integration methods may be used to calculate 
reliability problems defined in (2.15) and (2.16). However, computations may become 
rather complicated for a larger number of the processes; say n > 3. Application of the 
approximate analytical methods FORM/SORM is usually based on the Rackwitz-
Fiessler algorithm [Rackwitz & Fiessler, 1978]. Simulation methods require some fur-
ther approximations. When the processes are directly simulated (the load intensities are 
sampled for each Tren), computations become cumbersome in comparison with the ap-
proximate analytical methods. 

2.3.4.3 Renewal processes with exponentially distributed durations between renewals 
More general models in comparison with those described in section 2.3.4.2 are obtained 
when the durations between renewals Tren,i are random variables having an arbitrary 
probability distribution. 

It appears that time phenomena such as durations Tren can be well described by 
an exponential distribution (see Annex C). If the duration Tren,i has an exponential dis-
tribution and its realizations are mutually independent, a number of renewals Ni within 
T then follows a Poisson distribution (see Annex C). Therefore, a renewal process with 
exponential durations between renewals is sometimes called a Poisson renewal process 
[Wen, 1990]. This notation is also adopted in this section. It should be, however, 
pointed out that notation in this field is not harmonized and renewal processes with ex-
ponential durations are denoted e.g. as jump processes in [RCP, 2003]. It has been 
shown that Poisson renewal processes constitute models applicable for a great number 
of time-variant actions on structures [Wen, 1990]. Poisson renewal processes are, there-
fore, discussed in detail hereafter. Some comments on renewal processes with non-
exponential random durations Tren or with correlated durations Tren are given in Annex 
A. 

Non-intermittent Poisson renewal process Si(t) with rectangular waves consid-
ered here is a sequence with the following properties: 

− mutually independent durations Tren,i between load intensity changes follow the 
exponential distribution with a rate κi, 
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− mutually independent random load intensities Si are arbitrarily distributed, 
− the load intensities are constant between renewals, 
− the load process is always “on”, i.e. the load intensities are changed without any 

time gap. Note that the pulses are truncated at the renewal, i.e. the pulses do not 
overlap. 

A possible application of such models is indicated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Non-intermittent Poisson rectangular wave renewal processes. 

 

It is assumed that an initial point of the observed period T is an arbitrary point in 
time. It means that the point is randomly located in the first interval between renewals 
as indicated in Figure 5 for the process S2(t). 

The process is fully characterized by the rate κi and distribution of maximum 
value ( )[ ]tSiT iren,

max  over the mean duration ( ) iiT T
i

κµ /1E ren,ren,
==  with PDF ( )xf

iTi ,ren,  and 

CDF ( )xF
iTi ,ren, . Note that the mean number of renewals during T is ( ) iiN TN

i
κµ == E  

(C.3). 
For example sustained imposed load can be well-described by non-intermittent 

Poisson rectangular wave renewal process. Principles of reliability analysis considering 
such processes are similar to those for intermittent Poisson rectangular wave renewal 
processes. Detailed description is given in the following sections. 

Intermittent Poisson rectangular wave renewal processes are based on the same 
assumptions as those specified for the non-intermittent ones except for the last one. The 
processes are no more assumed to be always present. Each “on”-state may or may not 
be succeeded by an “off”-state. Initial duration of statistically independent “on”-states 
Ton,i within each renewal is assumed to be random quantity having an arbitrary distribu-
tion. 
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In practise it again appears that the exponential distribution is an acceptable ap-
proximation for the durations of “on”-states Ton,i. This case is treated only hereafter. 
Rate of the distribution is denoted as µi. Erlang distributed durations Ton are mentioned 
in Annex A. 

It is assumed that each “on”-state starts simultaneously with the renewal. Pulses 
are again non-overlapping. The effective duration Ton,i of a pulse (“on”-state) equals ei-
ther to “original” duration *

,on iT  or is truncated with a new renewal (after duration Tren,i) 

 

if < Tren,i
*

on,iT
Ton,i ={

Tren,i if Tren,i≥

*
on,iT
*

on,iT  (2.17) 
A possible approximation of load histories of the processes S1(t) and S2(t) from 

Figure 1 (section 2.3.3) by the intermittent Poisson renewal processes with rectangular 
waves is indicated in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Intermittent Poisson renewal processes with rectangular waves. 

 

The process Si(t) is fully characterized by the rates κi and µi and distribution of 
maximum load intensity ( )[ ]tSiT iren,

max  over the mean duration ( ) iiT T
i

κµ /1E ren,ren,
==  with 

PDF ( )xf
iTi ,ren,  and CDF ( )xF

iTi ,ren, . The mean number of renewals during T is again 

( ) iiN TN
i

κµ == E  (C.3). 

It is recognized [Wen, 1990] that the intermittent Poisson renewal processes 
with rectangular waves and may hardly represent all time-variant properties of the ac-
tual load processes. It is, however, believed that these processes well describe essential 
time-dependent variations of most actions on structures with minimum required parame-
ters. It is observed that e.g. snow load, sustained and intermittent imposed loads and 
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quasi-static effects of wind action may be described by such processes. Principles of re-
liability analysis for non-intermittent and intermittent Poisson renewal processes are 
given in the following sections. 

2.3.5 Continuous and differentiable functions 
The third approach to time-variant problems distinguished in section 2.3.2 is based on 
an approximation of the actual load processes by random functions with a continuous 
and differentiable sample path. Three types of these functions have been used in a great 
number of time-variant reliability applications: 

− Gaussian processes [Rackwitz, 1998], 
− Nataf processes [Grigoriu, 1995], 
− and Hermite processes [Winterstein & Bjerager, 1987]. 

Continuous and differentiable functions adopted for processes S1(t) and S2(t) are 
indicated in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Continuous and differentiable functions. 
 

A Gaussian process is completely defined by the mean µS(t) and positive definite 
covariance function CS(t1

*, t2
*). Nataf and Hermite processes require additional input 

data. 

2.3.5.1 Outcrossing approach 
As the exact solution for the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) is rarely available, the upper 
bound on Pf(t1,t2) based on the outcrossing approach (see also section 4.2) is in most 
cases used. Consider a single load process S(t) described by the continuous and differen-
tiable function with a two-dimensional probability density ( ) ( )( )ssf tStS && ,, . The derivative 

of S(t) with respect to time t is denoted as ( )tS& , i.e. ( )tS&  = [S(t +∆t) - S(t)] / ∆t. The 
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probability of failure Pf(t1,t2), i.e. the probability of a random time-invariant threshold R 
being exceeded, is bounded by [Breitung & Rackwitz, 1982 and Rackwitz, 1993] 

 Pf(t1,t2) = P{R < maxT[S(t)]} ≤ Pf(t1) + E[N+(t1,t2)] (2.18) 

where Pf(t1) = initial failure probability and E[N+(t1,t2)] = expected number of outcross-
ings from the safe domain. Note that the threshold R may represent a variable composed 
from time-invariant variables R and G. Principles of the statistical composition are pro-
vided e.g. in [Sýkora, 2004]. The outcrossing from the safe domain U into the failure 
domain V within ∆t is an event defined 

 [r ≥ S(t)] ∩ [r < S(t+∆t)] or, equivalently, [r, S(t)] ∈ U ∩ [r, S(t+∆t)] ∈ V (2.19) 
The expected number of outcrossings E[N+(t1,t2)] (2.18) is determined for a scalar proc-
ess as follows [Ditlevsen & Madsen, 1996]: 

− the outcrossing rate/outcrossing intensity ν+(t|r) given a threshold r can be evalu-
ated from Rice’s formula [Rice, 1944 and Rice, 1945] 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )∫
∞

+ =
0

, d, ssrfsrt tStS &&& &ν  (2.20a) 

− the outcrossing rate ν+(t) is obtained as expectation of (2.20a) 

 ν+(t) = ER[ν+(t|r)] (2.20b) 
− the expected number of outcrossings is then evaluated by integration of the out-

crossing rate ν+(t) (2.20b) with respect to time 

 ( )[ ] ∫ ++ =
2

1

d)(,E 21

t

t

ttN ττν  (2.20c) 

Detailed derivation of (2.20) is provided in Annex D. 
"Exact" solution of (2.20) can be obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation tech-

nique. Using asymptotic approach, computations can be carried out using the approxi-
mate FORM/SORM without excessive computational effort. Improvements of the out-
crossing rates (2.20) by the Importance sampling have been suggested by [Defaux & 
Rackwitz, 2002]. A completely different approach to evaluation of the expected number 
of outcrossings based on a classical parallel system analysis has been suggested in 
[Sudret et al., 2002 and Andrieu et al., 2002]. However, evaluation of (2.20) is in gen-
eral rather time-demanding task as concluded in [Defaux & Rackwitz, 2002]. 

2.3.5.2 Discrete representation 
Alternatively to the outcrossing approach, reliability analysis may be based on discrete 
representation of continuous and differentiable functions [Der Kiureghian, 2000]. If the 
actual load process is approximated by a Gaussian process S(t), “discrete” representa-
tion methods allow for representing of S(t) by a finite set of standard random variables 
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 ( ) ( )∑
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+=
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i
iiS tsutS

1

µ  (2.21) 

where u = standard normal variable, s(t) = deterministic basis function dependent on the 
covariance function and n = measure of resolution of the representation. 

The main difference among various representation methods consists in the selec-
tion of the basis functions. Well-developed representation methods are e.g.: 

− Karhunen-Loève expansion method [Loève, 1977], 
− representation using trigonometric polynomials [Grigoriu, 1993], 
− Expansion optimal linear estimation [Li & Der Kiureghian, 1993]. 

After the discrete representation, statistical quantities of the process (envelopes 
of the process, statistics of crossing rates) can be derived from geometric interpretations 
[Der Kiureghian, 2000]. The FORM/SORM methods can be then applied to solve time-
variant reliability analysis and may become more effective than if used in analysis based 
on the outcrossing approach. 

Continuous and differentiable functions have been used in the modelling of fluc-
tuation of wind velocity, wind-generated sea waves or strong motion earthquake accel-
eration [Wen, 1990]. Discrete representation seems to be an efficient approach e.g. in 
problems where dynamic structural response is induced by Gaussian load processes and 
in earthquake engineering problems. In general continuous and differentiable functions 
constitute a powerful mathematical tool useful for description of various types of ac-
tions on structures. However, their applications suffer from a drawback that an enor-
mous amount of data is needed to correctly specify input parameters. E.g. a rather diffi-
cult task may be to find the two-dimensional probability density ( ) ( )( )ssf tStS && ,,  necessary 

for evaluation of Rice’s formula. 

2.3.6 Comparison of approaches to time-variant reliability analysis 
Three basic approximations used in time-variant analysis are discussed in the previous 
sections: 

− transformation into the time-invariant case, 
− renewal processes, 
− continuous and differentiable functions. 

In the following their main benefits and drawbacks are briefly summarized. 
Transformation into the time-invariant case is mostly based on well-known 

Turkstra’s rule: 
− benefits: 
− this approach leads to the simplest procedure among the approaches to time-

variant analysis since the problem is reformulated into the time-invariant one us-
ing extreme value distributions, 
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− a relatively small amount of input data is required, 
− evaluation of failure probability Pf(t1,t2) can be directly based on the well-

developed reliability methods for time-invariant cases, 
− a good approximation of Pf(t1,t2) is usually obtained when at least one process in 

a load combination is always present. 
− drawbacks: 
− lifetime extreme-value distributions may be in some cases unavailable, 
− Turkstra’s rule provides non-conservative estimates of Pf(t1,t2) in particular when 

combining intermittent loads [Wen, 1990]. 

Miscellaneous renewal processes are discussed above and in Annex A. It ap-
pears that mutually independent intermittent Poisson renewal processes with rectangular 
waves constitute an acceptable approximation in the analysis when trigger effects can be 
neglected (see Annex A). The analysis based on the Poisson renewal processes has the 
following benefits and drawbacks: 

− benefits: 
− the Poisson renewal process represents a rather simple model as only durations 

Tren and Ton need to be additionally specified for the time-variant analysis, 
− a small number of input parameters is required, 
− these processes reflect essential contribution of the actual load processes to the 

failure probability Pf(t1,t2) in most cases [Ditlevsen & Madsen, 1996]. The 
model is well suited for load combinations allowing description of a wide class 
of the load processes. Both sustained and intermittent load processes can be in-
volved in the analysis as explained hereafter, 

− lower and upper bounds on Pf(t1,t2) can be evaluated using methods for calcula-
tion of time-invariant failure probability Pf as clarified in the following. Note 
that the upper bound usually yields accurate estimates of the exact Pf(t1,t2). 

− drawbacks: 
− trigger effects (see Annex A) cannot be considered in such analysis. 

Continuous and differentiable functions represent the most complex model: 
− benefits: 
− such functions constitute the most powerful mathematical tool applicable for 

nearly any actions on structures, 
− dynamic load effects can be considered in the time-variant analysis. 

− drawbacks: 
− a great amount of input data is required for specification of function parameters, 
− determination of characteristics of a derivative ( )tS&  used in Rice’s formula (2.20) 

may be a complicated task, 
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− effective standard reliability methods (FORM/SORM and variance reduction 
simulation techniques) usually cannot be directly applied. 

The upcoming analysis is based on mutually independent intermittent Poisson 
renewal processes with rectangular waves. In comparison with continuous and differen-
tiable functions, such analysis profits chiefly from direct application of the effective 
standard reliability methods. In addition, it appears that such analysis provides more 
accurate estimates of Pf(t1,t2) than Turkstra’s rule. Reasons for the selection of Poisson 
processes with rectangular waves among all renewal processes are given in Annex A. 
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3 A SINGLE R-PROCESS 

The actual load processes considered in the upcoming time-variant reliability analysis 
are approximated by renewal processes Si(t) with the following properties: 

− the processes are mutually independent, 
− each process is intermittent, 
− durations Tren,i between renewals are mutually independent random variables de-

scribed by an exponential distribution with a rate κi, 
− durations Ton,i of “on”-state are also mutually independent exponential variables 

(rate µi). “On”-states have an initial point in renewals, 
− load pulses do not overlap (each Ton,i is less or equal to the corresponding Tren,i), 
− load intensities Si are mutually independent arbitrarily distributed random vari-

ables, 
− random conditions are assumed at the initial time t1 of the observed period 

T ~ (t1,t2), i.e. it is of purely random nature whether a process starts in the “on”-
state or “off”-state. 

To simplify terminology in the following text, the processes having the above described 
properties are referred to as R-processes. In this section characteristics of a single R-
process are investigated. 

3.1 Simulation of an R-process using the Crude Monte Carlo method 

All results obtained by the following analysis are verified using the Crude Monte Carlo 
(MC) method. In the beginning basic principles of the R-process simulation are de-
scribed. Special attention is paid to the correct definition of random conditions at the 
initial state. 

3.1.1 Random initial conditions 
The R-process Si(t) constitutes a sequence of intervals Tren,i. If random initial conditions 
are to be fulfilled, the initial point must be located in an interval T0,i selected from popu-
lation of Tren,i on the purely random basis taking into account random properties of Tren,i. 
The interval T0,i (random variable) is denoted as the first renewal. 
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3.1.1.1 Simulation of the first renewal T0 using the Crude Monte Carlo technique 
The first possible technique of simulation of a trial t0,i is based on the Crude MC tech-
nique. A sufficiently large sample size* n of trials tren,ij is initially simulated (j = 1,2,..,n). 

Trials and the sum of their total duration ∑
=

n

j
ijt

1
,ren  are recorded. Initial time t1 is in the 

next step randomly selected from a rectangular distribution R(0,∑
=

n

j
ijt

1
,ren ) [Schneider, 

1997] . A trial of the first renewal t0,i is then such a trial tren,ij* for which holds 

 1*0or1* 1,ren1

*

1
,ren1

1*

1
,ren =≤≤>≤≤ ∑∑

=

−

=

jttjttt i

j

j
ij

j

j
ij KK  (3.1) 

as indicated in Figure 8. 
 

t

tren,i2tren,i1 tren,i(n-3)tren,i3 tren,i(n-1)tren,i(n-2) tren,in

t1
t0eff,i t0,i

∑
=

n

j
ijt

1
,ren

 
Figure 8. Simulation of the first renewal using the Crude Monte Carlo method. 

 

This procedure is rather inefficient due to simulation of a large number of trials 
tren,ij to choose one trial t0,ij. 

3.1.1.2 Simulation from the cumulative distribution function of T0 
More efficient newly developed method is based on simulation of trials t0,ij from a cumu-
lative distribution function (CDF) ( )tF

iT ,0
 of the first renewal T0,i. Frequency of an event 

that an interval of the length t is chosen from the population of Tren,i is linearly propor-
tional to: 

− relative frequency of the intervals with the length t, which is given by probability 
density function (PDF) of the original distribution of Tren,i; ( ) t

iT
i

i
etf κκ −=

,ren
, i.e. in-

tervals with higher relative frequency has greater probability to be selected, 
                                                 
* Note that rather general statement “sufficiently large sample size” is not specified in detail here. 

Through the whole text, the MC simulations are aimed at verification of derived formulas. Numbers of 
simulated trials are, therefore, larger than those recommended in literature, e.g. [Wen, 1990 and Melchers, 
1992], to ensure results with "small" coefficients of variation. 
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− and to the length t, i.e. longer intervals are more likely chosen than shorter ones. 
Define now frequency of an event T0,i∈(t, t + dt) 

 ( )[ ] t
ii

itetttTfrequency κκ −=+∈ d,,0  (3.2) 

The frequency (3.2) is not standardized as the integral from the frequency in the domain 
(0,∞) yields 

 ( )
ii

i
ii eefrequency
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∫∫  (3.3) 

where l'Hospital rule [Abramowitz & Stegun, 1972] is used in the limit passage. 
Standardized frequency, i.e. probability density function, of duration of the first 

renewal T0,i follows from (3.2) and (3.3) as 

 ( ) ( ) t
i

i

T
i

i
tetfrequencytf κκ

κ

−== 2

1,0
 (3.4) 

CDF is derived from PDF (3.4) as follows 
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 (3.5) 

Moment characteristics, the mean 
iT ,0

µ  and standard deviation 
iT ,0

σ , result in 
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 (3.6) 

Once CDF ( )tF
iT ,0

 is determined, trials of T0,i can be simulated. Figure 9 provides 

comparison of moment characteristics obtained by (3.6) (solid lines), trials from ( )tF
iT ,0

 

(‘o’) and the Crude MC method (‘+‘). 100 trials is used to select a trial of T0,i in the 
Crude MC method. 1000 trials of T0,i is then simulated to determine the moment charac-
teristics by both the simulation methods. 
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Figure 9. Moment characteristics of T0,i as a function of κi. 

 

Figure 9 indicates that both the simulation methods and derived formulas for 
moment characteristics (3.6) yield the same results. Newly introduced simulation from 

( )tF
iT ,0

 is, however, incomparably faster (approximately by a factor of 10) than the di-

rect application of the Crude MC method. Simulations from ( )tF
iT ,0

 are thus applied in 

the following to simulate R-processes Si(t). 

3.1.1.3 Simulation of initial conditions 
Once the trial t0,i is obtained, duration of “on”-state of the first renewal t0on,i is simu-
lated from the exponential distribution with a rate µi. If t0on,i > t0,i, the duration t0on,i is 
truncated as t0on,i = t0,i. The R-process Si(t) is then considered to be present at the initial 
time t1 (random variable with the distribution R(0,t0,i)) if the following condition is sat-
isfied 

 1,0on tt i >  (3.7) 

Load intensity Si is finally simulated from its given distribution. Figure 10 indicates 
quantities describing random initial conditions. 

 

t

t1 t0eff,i

t0,i

Si

t1 t2tren,i

T

t0on,i ton,i

t0oneff,i

 
Figure 10. Random initial conditions. 
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If the expected number of renewals within lifetime E[Ni] = Tκi is relatively 
“small” (say, E[Ni] < 5), no renewal may occur within T, i.e. 

 21,0 tTtt i =+>  (3.8) 

In this case, Ni = 0 is recorded for statistics of a number of renewals (see below). The 
“on”-state may also exceed the observed period, i.e. 

 2,0on tt i >  (3.9) 

Duration of the “on”-state is then truncated as 

 2,0on tt i =  (3.10) 

which is important for statistics of probability of the “on”-state (see the following sec-
tions). 

3.1.2 Simulation of the whole R-process 
Once the initial state is simulated under random conditions, a trial of the whole R-
process can be easily obtained using an algorithm for simulation indicated in Figure 11. 

 

nren,i; n0on,i; tontot,i = 0

tren,i = rnd(FTren,i)

ton,i = min[rnd(FTon,i), tren,i]

tren,i; te,i = 0

tren,i = rnd(FT0,i)

ton,i = min[rnd(FTon,i), tren,i]

t0eff,i = rnd(0, tren,i)

ton,i = max[ton,i – (tren,i-t0eff,i),0]

n0on,i = n0on,i + sign(ton,i)

tren,i = t0eff,i

si = rnd(FSi)

ton,i = min(T – tei,ton,i)

tontot,i = tontot,i + ton,i

te,i = max[T,(te,i + tren,i)]

nren,i = nren,i + sign(T-te,i)

rnd = random number from…

= yes

= no

rnd = random number from…

= yes

= no

START

STOP

INPUT T; FT0,i; FTon,i; FTren,i; FSi ; nINPUT T; FT0,i; FTon,i; FTren,i; FSi ; n

OUTPUT p0on,i = n0on,i/n;

Ni = nren,i/n; pon,i = tontot,i/(Tn)

OUTPUT p0on,i = n0on,i/n;

Ni = nren,i/n; pon,i = tontot,i/(Tn)

for number of cycles 1..nfor number of cycles 1..n

tren,i = 0tren,i = 0

te,i < Tte,i < T

 
Figure 11. Algorithm for simulation of a single R-process. 

 

The following notation is used in Figure 11: nren,i = total number of renewals within 
simulation of n R-processes, n0on,i = number of simulated R-processes being “on” at the 
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initial time, tontot,i = total duration of “on”-states within simulation of n R-processes, 
te,i = time at which the last duration Tren,i has finished, t0eff,i = effective duration of the 
first renewal, i.e. the part of tren0,i that is in the observed period. 

A sufficiently large sample size n of the whole R-process is then simulated to 
obtain estimates of observed characteristics with small (target) coefficients of variation. 
Such simulation can help to verify derived theoretical formulas for properties of a single 
R-process. Investigated characteristics here are the expected number of renewals E[Ni], 
probability of “on”-state of an R-process at initial time p0on,i and probability of “on”-
state pon,i in an arbitrary point-in-time. Note that differences between the probabilities 
pon,i and p0on,i are discussed further in the text. 

3.2 The expected number of renewals 

Expected number of renewals E[Ni] is the essential characteristic of an R-process re-
quired for analysis based on the outcrossing approach. 

3.2.1 The expected number of renewals for an R-process considering given initial con-
ditions 
Consider that an R-process Si

*(t) is defined so that the first interval between renewals, 
“first renewal”, starts in the initial time t1, as indicated in Figure 12. It should be em-
phasized that this is not consistent with the assumptions stated in the beginning of sec-
tion 3. The R-process Si

*(t) is then a sequence of exponential intervals between renewals 
and becomes a “typical” Poisson process. Expected number of renewals for such an R-
process is (C.9) 

 E[Ni] = Tκi (3.11) 
Probability of renewal occurrence in a very short interval ∆t is obtained from (C.8): 

 ( ) teN i
t

it
i ∆≈−=> ∆−

∆ κκ10P  (3.12) 

The first renewal of the R-process Si
*(t) is “standard” exponentially distributed 

duration Tren,i with CDF (C.2) 

 ( ) ( ) t
iT

i
i

etTtF κ−−=<= 1P ,ren,ren
 (3.13) 

3.2.2 The expected number of renewals for an R-process considering random initial 
conditions 
Consider an R-process Si(t) complying assumptions made in the beginning of section 3, 
i.e. the first renewal is randomly “selected” and the initial time is randomly located in 
the first renewal. The R-process is constructed in the same manner as the R-process 
Si

*(t) except for the first renewal. Random effective duration T0eff,i of the first renewal in 
the beginning of the R-process Si(t) corresponds to the first renewal of the R-process 
Si

*(t). Figure 12 indicates difference between R-processes Si(t) and Si
*(t). 
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Figure 12. R-processes Si(t) and Si

*(t). 
 

Note that T0on,i denotes duration of “on”-state within the first renewal and T0oneff,i stands 
for effective duration of T0on,i, i.e. the duration of the “on”-state that is involved in the 
analysis. The durations T0on,i and T0oneff,i are discussed in section 3.3. 

The effective duration T0eff,i indicated in Figure 12 can be randomly selected 
from the first renewal T0,i instead of t1 to fulfil the random initial conditions. Given 
T0,i = t0,i, the effective duration T0eff,i thus has the rectangular distribution R(0, t0,i) with 
PDF ( ) iiiT ttTtf

i ,0,0,0 /1
,0eff

==  and CDF ( ) iiiT tttTtF
i ,0,0,0 /

,0eff
== ∗. CDF FT0eff,i(t) of the effec-

tive duration T0eff,i for an arbitrary T0,i can be derived from the sum of probabilities of 
two disjoint events (t > 0): 

− T0,i is less than t implying T0eff,i < t, 
− T0,i is greater or equal to t while T0eff,i < t. 

It can be rewritten as 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]

( ) ( )tTtTtT

tTtTtTtTtF

iii

iiiiT i

<∩≥+<

=<∩≥∪<=<=

eff,0,0,0

eff,0,0,0,0eff

PP

PP
,0eff  (3.14a) 

− the first part of the right side of (3.14a) is obtained from CDF ( )tF
iT ,0

 (3.3) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) t
iTi

i
i

ettFtT κκ −+−==< 11P
,0,0  (3.14b) 

− the second part of the right side of (3.14a) can be evaluated as follows. Initially 
consider given T0,i = t0,i ≥ t. Under this assumption, P(T0,i ≥ t ∩ T0eff,i < t) equals 
to P(T0eff,i < t|t0,i ≥ t) and arrives at, using CDF of T0eff,i for given t0,i 
                                                 
* Note that sum of t1 and t0eff,i is always equal to t0,i, i.e. given T0eff,i = t0eff,i and T0,i = t0,i, t1 is ob-

tained as t1 = t0,i - t0eff,i. 
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 P(T0eff,i < t|t0,i ≥ t) = t / t0,i (3.14c) 

− the condition T0,i ≥ t implies T0,i ∈ 〈t, ∞). Using (3.14c), P(T0,i ≥ t ∩ T0eff,i < t) for 
an arbitrary T0,i can be obtained from the expectation 
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 (3.14d) 

− substitution of (3.4) into (3.14d) followed by the limit passage yields 
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− substitution of (3.14b) and (3.14e) into (3.14a) leads to CDF ( )tF
iT ,0eff
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iii
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 (3.14f) 

Comparison of CDF (3.13) with CDF (3.14f) indicates that the first renewal Tren,i 
of an R-process Si

*(t) and the effective duration of the first renewal T0eff,i of an R-
process Si(t) are random variables with the same cumulative density functions. Since the 
following durations Tren,i between renewals are the same random variables, the R-
processes Si

*(t) and Si(t) have the same statistical properties. The numbers of renewals, 
therefore, remain the same for both the R-processes. The formulas (3.11) and (3.12) are 
valid for the R-process Si(t) with random initial conditions, which is very important re-
sult for the upcoming analysis. 

Expected number of renewals E[Ni] of the R-process Si(t) (3.11) as a function of 
T and κi is further numerically compared with predicted number of renewals obtained 
by the MC simulations in Figure 13. Solid lines represent results of (3.11) while circles 
(‘o‘) stand for results from the simulations of Si(t). 1000 trials of the whole R-processes 
Si(t) is simulated for each combination of T and κi. The number of renewals Ni is identi-
fied for each trial and the expected value is then determined. 
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Figure 13. Expected number of renewals E[Ni]. 

 

Figure 13 indicates that the formula (3.11) and MC verification lead to the same results. 
It is, therefore, concluded that the formulas (3.11) and (3.12) are applicable for the R-
process Si(t) with the random initial conditions. 

3.3 Probability of “on”-state 

In addition to the expected number of renewals E[Ni], probability of “on”-state pon,i of 
an R-process Si(t) needs to be evaluated for the reliability analysis. Time variability of 
Si(t) is completely described by durations Tren,i and Ton,i. The probability of “on”-state 
(probability of a process being “on”/present) pon,i can be derived from statistical proper-
ties of Tren,i and Ton,i. 

3.3.1 Currently available formulas for probability of “on”-state 
In this section currently available formulas for probability of "on"-state are re-
examined. In the beginning note that initial conditions in t1 may affect the probability of 
“on”-state pon,i. Obviously, if it is given an R-process Si(t) being “on” in t1, the probabil-
ity of "on"-state attains 1 for T → 0. On the other hand, the probability of "on"-state ap-
proaches its stationary value for large T becoming independent of the initial conditions. 

3.3.1.1 Stationary case 
Consider that the observed period is sufficiently long (say, T > 5/κi). The probability of 
"on"-state then approaches the stationary value given by [Shinozuka, 1981a] 

 
( )
( )i

i
i T

T
p

ren,

on,
on, E

E
=  (3.15) 

where E(Ton,i) = the expected duration of “on”-state and E(Tren,i) = the expected duration 
between renewals. E(Tren,i) is obtained in Annex C (C.3). 
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Durations Ton,i are truncated exponential variables as explained in (2.17). If 
Ton,i > Tren,i, the duration Ton,i is truncated to Ton,i = Tren,i. This truncation affects the ex-
pected value E(Ton,i) of Ton,i. Duration Ton,i is a random variable dependent on the other 
random variable Tren,i. 

In the beginning let us derive CDF FTon,i(t) that is the probability of Ton,i being 
less than t. In analogy with the definition (2.17), two possible exclusive events can lead 
to Ton,i < t: 

− the duration Tren,i is less than t. This implies the duration Ton,i being less than t, 
− the duration Tren,i is greater or equal to t. In this case, CDF of Ton,i in interval (0,t) 

remains the “classical” cumulative density function of the exponential distribu-
tion (C.2). The truncation has no effect here. Probability P[Ton,i < t] can be then 
determined from CDF of the exponential distribution with a rate µi. 

FTon,i(t) is formally given as 

 ( ) [ ] [ ] ( ) ( )tTtTtTtTtTtF iiiiiT i
<+≥≥<=<= ren,ren,ren,on,on, PPPP

on,
 (3.16) 

Based on (C.2), the cumulative density function of Ton,i becomes 

 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )tttt
T

iiiii
i

eeeetF µκκκµ +−−−− −=−+−−−= 11111
on,

 (3.17) 

In analogy with (C.2) and (C.3), the expected value E[Ton,i] arrives at 

 ( )
ii

iT
µκ +

=
1E ,on  (3.18) 

Substitution of (3.18) and (C.3) into (3.15) yields the probability of "on"-state 
under stationary conditions 
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which is in accordance with result obtained e.g. in [RCP, 2003]. The complementary 
probability to the probability of "on"-state, probability of “off”-state poff,i, is evaluated 
from 
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=−= on,off, 1  (3.20) 

The so-called interarrival-duration intensity [Shinozuka, 1981b] is defined by 

 ρi = κi / µi (3.21) 
Introducing (3.21) into (3.19) and (3.20), the probabilities pon,i and poff,i arrive at 
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To clarify the term “interarrival-duration intensity”, note that the term “arrival” is some-
times used instead of “renewal” [Iwankiewicz & Rackwitz, 2000]. Figure 14 indicates 
the relationship between pon,i and ρi in semi-lognormal scale. 
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Figure 14. Probability of “on”-state versus the interarrival-duration intensity. 
 

It is seen from (3.22) that probability of "on"-state pon,i is dependent only on the 
interarrival-duration intensity ρi. If ρi → ∞ (approximately ρi > 100), a process is almost 
always active without nearly any intermittencies. Such an R-process is referred to as 
“sustained” R-process in the following (see Figure 14). The “sustained” R-process has 
similar properties as a non-intermittent renewal process (section 2.3.4.3) since pon,i → 1. 
The non-intermittent processes can be then replaced by the “sustained” R-processes in 
the analysis. From general point of view the „sustained“ R-processes are, however, still 
intermittent processes since the probability pon,i is close but not equal to one. The analy-
sis can be thus focused on intermittent R-processes only. The “sustained” R-processes 
can be applied e.g. for a sustained imposed load. 

If ρ → 0 (say, ρ < 0.01), an R-process is “on” for a very short period within each 
renewal and becomes “spike-like”. Such a model may be used for an intermittent im-
posed load or climatic actions due to snow and wind. 

It should be noted that the term “sustained” may be newly introduced here. The 
term “spike-like processes” is adopted from [Rackwitz, 1998 and Karadeniz & Vrou-
wenvelder, 2004]. “Spike-like” and “sustained” processes are indicated in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. “Spike-like” and “sustained” process. 

 

3.3.1.2 Non-stationary case 
Formula (3.15) has been derived in [Shinozuka, 1981a] assuming that the observed pe-
riod T is sufficiently long. Assume random initial conditions and arbitrarily long T. The 
probability of “on”-state pon,i in time t has been then obtained in [Rackwitz, 1998 and 
Iwankiewicz & Rackwitz, 2000] for processes with exponential durations as 
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It is observed from (3.23) that the stationary value of pon,i (3.19) is reached for large T 
when the last term vanishes. 

Consider a “sustained” R-process Si(t) with a rate κi and very small positive rate 
µi (µi → 0+). Formula (3.19) consequently yields pon,i → 1. This R-process contains al-
most no intermittencies. By intuition, it is foreseen that the probability of "on"-state pon,i 
is approximately equal to 1 in any time t. However, the probability of "on"-state pon,i is 
obtained from formula (3.23) under these conditions as 
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It is observed that formula (3.24) yields significantly erroneous results (pon,i < 1) for 
small values of κit. Numerical comparison of (3.24) with Monte Carlo results is indi-
cated in Figure 16. The input parameters for the “sustained” R-process Si(t) are κi = 1 
and µi = 10-6. The number of n = 100 of R-processes are simulated to determine prob-
abilities of “on”-state in particular times t. 
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Figure 16. Probability of "on"-state for the “sustained” R-process. 

 
The results obtained in (3.24) and shown in Figure 16 indicate that formula (3.23) fails 
in prediction of the probability of "on"-state of the “sustained” R-process for small κit. 
An improvement of (3.23) is, therefore, required. 

3.3.2 Initial probability of "on"-state 
Probability of "on"-state p0on,i in the initial time t1 can be defined as the probability that 
the sum of effective duration of the first renewal T0eff,i and initial duration of “on”-state 
T0on,i exceeds the duration of the first renewal T0,i (see Figure 10 in section 3.1.1.3 and 
Figure 12 in section 3.2.2) 

 p0on,i = P[T0on,i + T0eff,i ≥ T0,i] (3.25) 
Note that both the durations T0eff,i and T0on,i are dependent on T0,i. If the sum is less than 
T0,i, the “on”-state is finished earlier than the observed period starts. The probability of 
“off”-state p0off,i is then 

 p0off,i = P[T0on,i + T0eff,i < T0,i] (3.26a) 
Initially consider that the duration T0,i is given so that T0,i = τ. The formula 

(3.26a) consequently becomes 

 p0off,i(τ) = P[T0on,i(τ) + T0eff,i(τ) < τ] (3.26b) 
Using the convolution integral (Annex B), the probability p0off,i is rewritten as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∫ −=
τ

ξξξττ
0

,0off d
,eff0,on0 ii TTi fFp  (3.26c) 

where FT0on,i = CDF of T0on,i. The upper bound of the integral (3.26c) is τ since T0eff,i is 
always less or equal to T0,i (see section 3.2.2). The duration T0on,i is defined in accor-
dance with (2.17), i.e. T0on,i has an exponential distribution with a rate µi if 
T0on,i < T0,i = τ and otherwise is truncated to T0on,i = τ. Since the integration variable ξ in 
(3.26c) is always positive, FT0on,i is evaluated for values 0 ≤ τ -ξ ≤ τ. The duration T0on,i is 
within this interval a “typical” exponential variable with CDF (C.2) 
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The effective duration T0eff,i has a rectangular distribution R(0,τ) defined by PDF 
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iT  (3.26e) 

Substitution of (3.26d) and (3.26e) into (3.26c) followed by integration leads to the 
probability of "off"-state for given T0,i = τ 
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Probability density function of T0,i is derived in (3.4). The probability of "off"-
state poff,i for an arbitrary T0,i can be obtained from expectation of (3.26f), using (3.4) 
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Since the probabilities p0on,i and p0off,i are complementary probabilities, the initial 
probability of "on"-state becomes 

 p0on,i = P[T0on,i + T0eff,i ≥ T0,i] = 1 - p0off,i = 
i
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It is observed from (3.26) and (3.27) that the initial probabilities p0on,i and p0off,i 
are equal to “stationary” probabilities (3.19) and (3.20). This very important result is a 
basis for derivation of the upper bound on the failure probability in the following sec-
tions. 

Numerical comparison of (3.27) with the Monte Carlo simulations is indicated in 
Figure 17. Initial probability of “on”-state p0on,i is plotted against the interarrival-
duration intensity ρi (3.21) in semi-lognormal and lognormal-lognormal scales. The 
number of n = 105 of R-processes are simulated to determine the initial probabilities for 
each ρi. 
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Figure 17. Initial probability of “on”-state p0on,i versus the intensity ρi. 
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Figure 17 indicates that the initial probability of "on"-state (3.27) is in agreement with 
the Monte Carlo results when the random initial conditions are considered. 

3.3.3 Probability of "on"-state at an arbitrary point-in-time 
It is indicated that the formula (3.23) for non-stationary probability of "on"-state pon,i 
fails in case of a “sustained” R-process. It appears that the formula (3.19) for stationary 
probability of "on"-state can be applied to evaluate the initial p0on,i. It remains to show 
that the formula (3.19) is applicable for determination of pon,i at any time t. This proof is, 
however, not available here. 

The probability of "on"-state pon,i(t) at an arbitrary point-in-time t is numerically 
evaluated in this section using the MC simulations. The number of trials n = 105 of R-
processes is simulated. It is identified at selected times t whether a simulated R-process 
is in “on”-state or “off”-state. The probability of "on"-state pon,i(t) is then determined 
from the whole population of R-processes for each selected time. Figure 18 indicates the 
probabilities pon,i(t) for three alternatives: 

− alternative A: time variability of the considered R-process is defined by κA = 1 
and µA = 0.1. The probability of "on"-state for the long observation period (3.19) 
predicts pon,A = 0.91. It is thus foreseen that the R-process A is nearly always ac-
tive, 

− alternative B: the R-process B has rates κB = 1 and µB = 1. The probability of 
"on"-state (3.19) yields pon,B = 0.5. This R-process is, therefore, sometimes “on” 
and sometimes “off”, 

− alternative C: the R-process C having rates κC = 1 and µC = 10 is “on” for short 
periods as pon,C = 0.09. 

Dashed lines in Figure 18 indicate results obtained from (3.23), solid lines stand for 
(3.19) and circles ‘o’ represent results obtained from the simulations. 
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Figure 18. Probability of “on”-state p0on,i in time t. 
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Numerical studies indicate the formula (3.19) remains valid even for very short ob-
served periods. In addition the initial probability of "on"-state p0on,i (3.27) is apparently 
in accordance with the MC simulations since p0on,i = pon,i for t ≈ 0. It may be concluded 
that the probability of "on"-state pon,i is time-invariant quantity when random initial 
conditions are satisfied. 

The non-stationary probability of "on"-state (3.23) provides different results 
than the MC simulations for the alternatives A and C. The same results are obtained 
only for the alternative B. It is again observed that the formula (3.23) fails for small t. It 
appears that for larger time (say, t > 5) “non-stationary” effects involved in (3.23) van-
ish and the formula (3.23) corresponds well to the MC simulations. 

No rigorous mathematical proof is provided here to show whether the formula 
(3.19) indicates the probability of "on"-state pon,i at any point-in-time t assuming ran-
dom initial conditions. Future research should be focused on it. The following analysis 
is based on the assumption that the probability pon,i is time independent as indicated by 
the simulations. In addition it should be noted that the time period T observed in the re-
liability analysis is usually sufficiently large (T >> 5/κi). The formula (3.23) can be then 
applied to evaluate pon,i. It is, therefore, believed that the “non-stationary” effects (if 
there are any) can be neglected when sufficiently large T is considered. 
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4 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS FOR COMBINATION OF R-PROCESSES 

Statistical characteristics of a single R-process are discussed in section 3. Time-variant 
reliability analysis is further developed in section 4 considering combination of several 
R-processes based on the assumptions made in sections 2.3.1 and 3. Initially, concept of 
load coincidence probabilities is introduced. Next basis of the outcrossing approach is 
provided. The currently available bounds on the failure probability are then re-examined 
and new bounds are proposed. 

4.1 Combination of R-processes 

Consider combination of “n” R-processes Si(t) that constitute a vector S(t). The load 
combination is described by the so-called load coincidence probabilities [RCP, 2003]. 
The probabilities kji

np ,...,,  of the exhaustive, mutually exclusive set of events that 

− all the R-processes Si(t) are “off” (denoted as p0), 
− only the R-process Si(t) is “on” while the remaining R-processes Sj(t) of S(t) are 

“off” (referred to as ip1 ), 

− two R-processes Si(t) and Sj(t) are “on” while the other are “off” ( jip ,
2  for i ≠ j), 

… 
− all the R-processes are “on” n

np ,...,2,1 , 
are initially determined. Sum of these probabilities is equal to one. Note that it makes no 
difference in what sequence the different “on”-phases occur, i.e. indices “i”, “j” and “k” 
are mutually commutant (e.g. ikjkji pp ,,

3
,,

3 = ). In the following it is always assumed that 
i < j< k. Utilizing independence of the R-processes Si(t), the probability p0 is determined 
from (3.20) and (3.22) 
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All probabilities kji
np ,...,,  can be derived in analogy with (4.1) as 
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New conditional coincidence probabilities kmji
mlp ,..,,..,,  need to be introduced for 

the following analysis. In analogy with the probabilities kji
np ,...,,  (4.2), the conditional co-

incidence probabilities kmji
mnp ,..,,..,,  given the R-process Sm(t) being “on“ are given as 
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Sum of probabilities (4.3) for an R-process Sm(t) is equal to one. Indices “i” and 
“m” are generally not commutant, i.e. mi

i
mi
m pp ,

2
,

2 ≠ . 

Given R-processes Si(t), Sj(t),…, and Sk(t) to be “on” at an arbitrary point-in-
time, the failure probabilities kji

nP ,...,,
,f  are denoted as 
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 (4.4) 

where X = vector of time-invariant variables R and G. Observe that for stationary condi-
tions the failure probabilities kji

nP ,...,,
,f  are constant in time since e.g. 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2
,
2,f

,
2,f1

,
2,f tPtPtP jijiji ==  (4.5) 

for any t ∈ (t1,t2). As a consequence, all the probabilities (4.4) can be evaluated by any 
of reliability methods for time-invariant cases, see section 2.2. 

The failure probability considering combination of R-processes can be deter-
mined by several methods. The most widely used one, the outcrossing approach, is ap-
plied in the following. The outcrossing approach is assumed to be the most rigorous 
[Wen, 1990]. Amongst other methods, load coincidence method described in [Wen, 
1990 and Der Kiureghian, 1978] can be mentioned. 

4.2 Outcrossing approach 

The failure probability Pf(t1,t2) related to the observed period (t1,t2) is generally defined 
by (2.9). As already stated, evaluation of Pf(t1,t2) directly from (2.9) may be a rather la-
borious task. Therefore, the upper bound Pf,U(t1,t2) on Pf(t1,t2) based on the outcrossing 
approach [Ditlevsen & Madsen, 1996] is usually determined. It is shown in the follow-
ing that the upper bound can be evaluated without excessive numerical effort. 

Initially definition of the outcrossing from the safe domain U into the failure 
domain V is required. The outcrossing within a small interval from τ to τ + ∆t is the 
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event that the investigated component is in U in the time τ and gets into V in the time 
τ + ∆t 

 {g[X, S(τ)] ≥ 0} ∩ {g[X, S(τ + ∆t)] < 0} (4.6) 
where X = vector of time-invariant random variables, S(t) = vector of R-processes Si(t) 
defined in section 3 and τ ∈ (t1,t2). Note that similar definition is already given by 
(2.19). 

4.2.1 General upper bound on the failure probability 
The complementary event to the failure, “survival”, is the event that a structural mem-
ber remains in the safe domain U (see section 2.2.1) for any t ∈ (t1,t2) 

 {g[X,S(t)] ≥ 0} (4.7) 
In other words the investigated member survives through the whole considered period 
(t1,t2) only if 

− the member is in the safe domain in t1, 
− and number of outcrossings N+ during (t1,t2) is of zero-value, i.e. the limit state is 

not exceeded in (t1,t2). Note that N+ is an integer number (N+ ≥ 0). 
Definition (4.7) can be thus reformulated as 

 {g[X,S(t1)] ≥ 0} ∩ [N+(t1,t2) = 0] (4.8) 
where N+(t1,t2) = integer number of outcrossings within (t1,t2). 

Since the failure is complementary to the survival (4.8), the failure related to 
(t1,t2) follows from (4.8), using de Morgan’s laws [Weisstein, 2004] 

 {g[X,S(t1)] < 0} ∪ [N+(t1,t2) > 0] (4.9) 
i.e. the failure can occur in the initial time t1 or within the observed period T if number 
of outcrossings N+(t1,t2) is larger or equal to one. Since the two events in (4.9) are usu-
ally not disjoint, the probability of event unification (~ the failure probability) can be 
confined as 

 (4.10) 
Probability P[N+(t1,t2) > 0] of having one or more outcrossings in (t1,t2) has an upper 
bound 

 (4.11) 
Substitution of (4.11) into (4.10) leads to the well-known upper bound on the failure 
probability 

P[N+(t1,t2) > 0] = P[N+(t1,t2) = 1] + P[N+(t1,t2) = 2] +…+ P[N+(t1,t2) = ∞] ≤ 
P[N+(t1,t2) = 1] + 2×P[N+(t1,t2) = 2] +…+ ∞×P[N+(t1,t2) = ∞] = E[N+(t1,t2)] 

Pf(t1,t2) = P〈{g[X,S(t1)] < 0} ∪ [N+(t1,t2) > 0]〉 = 
P{g[X,S(t1)] < 0} + P[N+(t1,t2) > 0] - P〈{g[X,S(t1)] < 0} ∩ [N+(t1,t2) > 0]〉 ≤ 

P{g[X,S(t1)] < 0} + P[N+(t1,t2) > 0] 
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 Pf(t1,t2) ≤ P{g[X,S(t1)] < 0} + E[N+(t1,t2)] (4.12) 
Therefore, the upper bound on the failure probability is in general a simple sum of the 
initial failure probability Pf(t1) and the expected number of outcrossings E[N+(t1,t2)]. 
Evaluation of Pf(t1) is explained in the following section 4.3.2.1. The expected number 
E[N+(t1,t2)] is obtained from the outcrossing analysis. 

Note that the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) can be approximated by [Wen, 1990] 

 ( ) ( )[ ]{ } ( )[ ]21,E
121f 10,, ttNetgPttP

+−−+<≈ SX  (4.13) 

It is, however, concluded in [Wen, 1990] that the formula (4.13) may no longer provide 
an upper bound. The approximation (4.13) is not further discussed here. It is expected 
that further research should be focused on application of (4.13) in reliability analysis. 

4.2.2 The expected number of outcrossings 
Since the variables X are time-invariant and R-processes S(t) are of the constant inten-
sity during “on”/“off”-states, the outcrossing (4.6) can occur in general only if 

− an R-process Sm(t) out from S(t) has a renewal, i.e. the load intensity Sm is 
changed and the R-process becomes “on”, 

− an “on”-state of the R-process Sm(t) is finished and the R-process starts to be 
“off”. 

However, the second event could lead to the outcrossing only if the R-process Sm(t) had 
favourable effects, i.e. 

 g[X, Sm(τ), S’(τ)] < g[X, S’(τ + ∆t)] (4.14) 
where S’(t) = vector of R-processes S(t) excluding the R-process Sm(t). 
As it is assumed that the R-processes Si(t) have only unfavourable effects (see section 
2.3.1), the second event cannot lead to the outcrossing. The outcrossing thus implies oc-
currence of a renewal. The outcrossing (4.6) can be then reformulated into 

 〈{g[X, S(τ)] ≥ 0} ∩ {g[X, S(τ + ∆t)] < 0}|N∆t > 0〉 (4.15) 
where N∆t = number of renewals within (τ, τ + ∆t). 

The relative increment of E[N+(t1,t2)] within (τ, τ + ∆t) [Ditlevsen & Madsen, 
1996] is obtained from (4.15) 
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provided ∞<∑
∞

=2

P
i

ii  and provided the limit value exists [Ditlevsen & Madsen, 1996]. 

E.g. probability of occurrence of two outcrossings in (τ, τ + ∆t) is denoted in (4.16) as 
P[N+(τ + ∆t) - N+(τ ) = 2]. 

The probability P(N∆t = 1) is 

 (4.17) 
Particular events of the unification in (4.17) are apparently disjoint events. The prob-
ability P(N∆t = 1) consequently arrives at 

 (4.18) 
Since the R-processes are independent, the formula (4.18) can be rewritten as 

  (4.19) 
It is shown in section 3.2.2 that the R-process Si(t) with the random initial conditions 
has the same statistical properties as a “typical” Poisson process (a sequence of expo-
nentially distributed subintervals). The probabilities P∆t(Ni = 1) and P∆t(Nj = 0) in (4.19) 
can be, therefore, evaluated using (3.12) 

 (4.20) 
where o(∆t2) = terms with higher order in ∆t. The other probabilities P(N∆t = i) for i > 1 
involved in (4.16) can be easily derived in analogy with (4.17) – (4.20). It is evident that 
these probabilities are of higher order in ∆t, o(∆t2). Making use these findings, substitu-
tion of (4.20) into (4.16) leads to the relative increment of E[N+(t1,t2)] within (τ, τ + ∆t) 
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where S’(τ) = vector of R-processes excluding the R-process Si(t) that has a renewal, k = 
integer number and P(·) = probability of events that more than one R-process have out-
crossing. Observe that only terms including single R-process having renewal are signifi-
cant in the limit passage of (4.21) while the other terms vanish 

P(N∆t = 1) = κ1∆t × (1 - κ2∆t) ×…× (1 - κn∆t) + (1 - κ1∆t) × κ2∆t ×…×  
(1 - κn∆t) +…= Σiκi∆t + o(∆t2) 

P(N∆t = 1) = P∆t(N1 = 1) × P∆t(N2 = 0) ×…× P∆t(Nn = 0) +  
P∆t(N1 = 0) × P∆t(N2 = 1) ×…× P∆t(Nn = 0) +… 

P(N∆t = 1) = P∆t(N1 = 1 ∩ N2 = 0 ∩…∩ Nn = 0) +  
P∆t(N1 = 0 ∩ N2 = 1 ∩…∩ Nn = 0) +… + P∆t(N1 = 0 ∩ N2 = 0 ∩…∩ Nn = 1) 

P(N∆t = 1) = P∆t[(N1 = 1 ∩ N2 = 0 ∩…∩ Nn = 0) ∪  
(N1 = 0 ∩ N2 = 1 ∩…∩ Nn = 0) ∪…∪ (N1 = 0 ∩ N2 = 0 ∩…∩ Nn = 1)] 
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The formula (4.22) represents a general relationship for the so-called outcrossing 
rate (outcrossing intensity) ν+ of R-processes (using properties of exponentially distrib-
uted durations between renewals). Condition of Nm = 1 implies the R-process Sm(t) hav-
ing a renewal within (τ, τ + ∆t) while the other R-processes have no renewal. The R-
processes S’(t) remain the constant within (τ, τ + ∆t). They may be “on” with or “off”. 

Once the outcrossing rate ν+ (4.22) is determined, the expected number of out-
crossings E[N+(t1,t2)] can be evaluated under stationary conditions from [Ditlevsen & 
Madsen, 1996] 
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It follows from (4.12), (4.21) and (4.23) that only initial failure probability Pf(t1) and 
outcrossing probabilities in (4.22) need to be determined to evaluate the upper bound 
(4.12) for combination of several R-processes. This evaluation is described in detail in 
the following. 

In section 4.2 the outcrossing approach is applied to combination of R-
processes. General formula (4.12) providing the upper bound on the failure probability 
is derived and the expected number of outcrossings E[N+(t1,t2)] is obtained from the 
proposed outcrossing rate ν+. 

In practical applications, the upper bound on the failure probability can be de-
termined directly from (4.12). Similarly as for continuous and differentiable functions in 
section 2.3.5, the “exact” outcrossing rate can be obtained by the Crude Monte Carlo 
simulation technique. However, computational time required is rather excessive. The 
PHI2 method based on a classical parallel system analysis has been proposed by [Sudret 
et al., 2002 and Andrieu et al., 2002] to reduce the computational effort. The formula 
(4.12) can be evaluated by modified approximate analytical methods. However, it turns 
out that such solutions may suffer from inaccuracies [Defaux & Rackwitz, 2002]. Im-
provements based on e.g. the Importance sampling strategy have been thus suggested 
[Defaux & Rackwitz, 2002]. However, numerical effort remains considerable for all 
these methods. 

Approximations of the presented formulas (4.12) and (4.21) are, therefore, de-
sired to reduce the required computational time. Under restricted conditions, closed-
form solutions of the outcrossing rates have been obtained by [Breitung & Rackwitz, 
1979 and Breitung & Rackwitz, 1982] using Laplace transforms. Some modifications of 
(4.12) and (4.21) have been proposed when considering general conditions. One of them 
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is discussed in the following sections and new modification/upper bound is then pro-
posed. 

4.3 Upper bound on the failure probability 

Existing modification of (4.12) and (4.21) yielding an upper bound is implemented in 
the software product [RCP, 2003]. Initially this upper bound, referred to as the currently 
available upper bound, is discussed in section 4.3. Since it is further shown that the cur-
rently available upper bound needs to be improved, a new upper bound is then pro-
posed. 

4.3.1 The currently available upper bound 
Based on formulas (4.12) and (4.23), the currently available upper bound is suggested 
in [RCP, 2003] 
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where +
+++ kji ...ν  = outcrossing rate due to R-processes Si(t), Sj(t),… and Sk(t). Coincidence 

probabilities kji
np ,...,,  and failure probabilities kji

nP ,...,,
,f  are defined in (4.2) and (4.4), re-

spectively. Derivation of the formula (4.24) is not explained here since the complete 
background required is not clear from [RCP, 2003]. Further, it is only indicated that for 
some cases this bound fails to provide an upper bound. 

Observe that the failure probability for all R-processes Si(t) being “off” is ne-
glected in Pf(t1). This probability given by the product p0Pf,0 is usually negligibly small 
[Karadeniz & Vrouwenvelder, 2004]. 

Consider an example where all R-processes Si(t) are “spike-like” (see section 
3.3.1.1), i.e. all interarrival-duration intensities (3.21) attain zero-value and conse-
quently all probabilities pon,i (3.22) approach zero-value. The R-processes are “on” 
within each renewal for a very short period and no combination occurs as indicated in 
Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. “Spike-like” R-processes. 

 

Considering all ρi → 0, the coincidence probabilities (4.2) become 
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Substitution of (4.25) into (4.24) yields 
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The failure probability is apparently of non-zero value in this case since R-processes are 
acting on the investigated structural member. It is thus clearly indicated that the cur-
rently available bound (4.24) fails for combination of the “spike-like” R-processes and 
its improvement is required. 

4.3.2 Newly developed upper bound on the failure probability 
As the bound (4.24) seems to fail in some cases, the new upper bound is developed in 
this section based on results obtained in previous sections. General upper bound (4.12) 
is the sum of the initial failure probability Pf(t1) and the expected number of outcross-
ings E[N+(t1,t2)]. The evaluation of Pf(t1) is explained in the following section. 

4.3.2.1 Initial failure probability 
Random conditions in accordance with section 3.1.1 are assumed in the initial time t1. 
Time-invariant variables X are assumed to have a certain random value for the whole 
period T. R-processes Si(t) may be “on” in t1 with initial probabilities of “on”-state p0on,i 
(3.27). Consider an event that R-processes Si(t), Sj(t),… and Sk(t) are “on” in t1. Since it 
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is shown in section 3.1.1 that initial probability of "on"-state (3.27) equals to probability 
of “on”-state (3.22), probability of the event occurrence can be apparently determined as 
coincidence probability kji

np ,...,,  (4.2). Failure probability given this event kji
nP ,...,,

,f  is ob-

tained from (4.4). Contribution of this event into initial failure probability Pf(t1) is the 
product of kji

np ,...,,  and kji
nP ,...,,

,f . The following set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive 

events may result in failure: 
− all the R-processes Si(t) are “off” with the probability p0, the failure probability 

Pf,0 and the contribution p0Pf,0, 
− only the R-process Si(t) is “on” while the remaining R-processes Sj(t) are “off” 

with probabilities ip1  and iP 1,f . The contribution summed over all R-processes 

Si(t) from S(t) becomes Σi
iiPp 1,f1 , 

… 
− all the R-processes are “on” with probabilities n

np ,...,2,1  and n
nP ,...,2,1

,f  and contribu-

tion n
n

n
n Pp ,...,2,1

,f
,...,2,1 . 

Since the R-processes are mutually independent, the initial failure probability 
Pf(t1) is the sum over all the possible events 
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In spite of Pf(t1) considered in the currently available upper bound (4.24), the term p0Pf,0 
(all R-processes are “off”) is included in (4.27). Observe that all the failure probabilities 

kji
nP ,...,,

,f  are essentially time-invariant under stationary conditions and can be evaluated 

by an arbitrary time-invariant reliability method. 

4.3.2.2 Upper bound on the outcrossing rate 
If the outcrossing rate ν+ (4.22) is determined, the expected number of outcrossings 
E[N+(t1,t2)] necessary for the upper bound (4.12) is easily obtained from (4.23) as a 
product of T and ν+. The crucial task is, therefore, evaluation of the outcrossing rate ν+. 

Denote the outcrossing rate due to a particular R-process Sm(t) as νm
+. The rate 

νm
+ follows from (4.22) 

 νm
+ = κmP{g[X, Sm(τ), S’(τ)] ≥ 0 ∩ g[X, Sm(τ + ∆t), S’(τ)] < 0|Nm = 1} (4.28) 

where S’(t) = vector of R-processes Si(t) excluding Sm(t). Apparently, the outcrossing 
rate ν+ (4.22) is a sum of νm

+ (4.28) over all the R-processes. 
It is repeated that the condition Nm = 1 means that the R-process Sm(t) has a re-

newal while the other R-processes S’(t) remain in “on”- or “off”-state. Since it is as-
sumed that the “on”-state starts simultaneously with a renewal (see section 2.3.4.3), the 
R-process Sm(t) is “on” in τ + ∆t. In τ the R-process Sm(t) may be “on” or “off”. 
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The formula (4.28) describes probability P(·) of the event that: 
− the investigated component is in the safe domain U in τ  (denoted as Uτ), 
− and gets into the failure domain Vτ + ∆t due to renewal of Sm(t) (i.e. due to change 

of a load intensity of the R-process Sm(t) within the small interval ∆t). 
It can be easily shown [Breitung and Rackwitz, 1982] that the probability P(·) corre-
sponds to the probability of the component being in Vτ + ∆t minus the probability that the 
component starts in Vτ and ends in Vτ + ∆t. As a consequence, the formula (4.28) can be 
modified as 

 (4.29) 

Denote terms of the right side of (4.29) as P(1) and P(2), i.e. νm
+ = κmP(1) - κmP(2). The 

probability P(2) is usually incomparably smaller than P(1) since P(2) represents prob-
ability of the intersection of two events describing failure. If the events were independ-
ent, the probability P(2) would be a product of two failure probabilities. Considering 
that investigated failure probabilities are small (say, Pf < 10-2), the probability P(2) 
would become P(2) < 10-4. Neglecting the probability P(2) of (4.29), an upper bound νm

* 
on the outcrossing rate νm

+ (4.28) arrives at 

 νm
+ ≤ νm

* = κmP{g[X, Sm(τ + ∆t), S’(τ)] < 0|Nm = 1} (4.30) 
It should be, however, emphasized that the bound (4.30) may lead to rather 

rough estimates of the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) for “high” failure probability prob-
lems (say Pf > 10-1 or 10-2), see section 5.3. 

Moreover, events involved in P(2) can be strongly correlated since variables X 
and R-processes S’(t) are constant during the interval ∆t. In some extreme cases it may 
lead to P(1) ≈ P(2) and consequently νm

+ ≈ 0 while νm
* ≈ κmP(1). Consider an example 

where the R-process Sn(t) has negligibly small intensity Sn compared to variables X and 
intensities of S’(t). Denote this R-process as a "noise" R-process Sn(t). By intuition, 
probability that the component “jumps” from Uτ into Vτ + ∆t due to change of intensity 
Sn(t) is negligible. The outcrossing rate (4.28), therefore, becomes νn

+ ≈ 0. However, the 
bound (4.30) yields νn

* = κnP(1). 
Nevertheless, "high" failure probability problems are rarely analyzed in the 

framework of structural reliability theory applications. Problem of “noise" R-processes 
can be overcome by a user who should exclude such R-processes from the analysis. 
However, both these cases (i.e. “high” failure probability problems and “noise” R-
processes) are discussed in numerical examples in section 5. 

νm
+ = κmP{g[X, Sm(τ), S’(τ)] ≥ 0 ∩ g[X, Sm(τ + ∆t), S’(τ)] < 0|Nm = 1} =  

κmP{ g[X, Sm(τ + ∆t), S’(τ)] < 0|Nm = 1} -  
κmP{g[X, Sm(τ), S’(τ)] < 0 ∩ g[X, Sm(τ + ∆t), S’(τ)] < 0|Nm = 1} 
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It is foreseen that the formula (4.30) is an acceptable approximation of (4.28) for 
"low" failure probability problems, which are of interest in reliability applications. 
Evaluation of (4.30) is further discussed in detail. 

4.3.2.3 Evaluation of the upper bound on outcrossing rate 
Repeat that condition of Nm = 1 implies the R-process Sm(t) being “on” in τ + ∆t. As-
suming stationary conditions [i.e. Pf(t1) = Pf(t) = Pf(t2)], the upper bound (4.30) on the 
outcrossing rate (4.28) can be obtained from 

 (4.31) 
where Pf[t|Sm(t) is “on”] = failure probability in arbitrary point-in-time given the R-
process Sm(t) is “on”. 

The upper bound νm
* (4.31) can evaluated similarly as the initial failure prob-

ability Pf(t1) considering additional condition that the R-process Sm(t) is “on”. The fol-
lowing set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive events contribute to Pf[t|Sm(t) is “on”]: 

− all the R-processes Sj(t) (j ≠ m) are “off” with the probability m
mp1  (4.3) and the 

failure probability given this event mP 1,f  (4.4). The contribution of this event is ob-

tained from a product mm
mPp 1,f1 , 

− only an R-process Sj(t) is “on” while the remaining R-processes Sk(t) (j ≠ k ≠ m) 
are “off” with probabilities jm

mp ,
1  (4.3) and jmP ,

2,f  (4.4). The contribution summed 

over all R-processes Sj(t) (m ≠ j) from S(t) becomes Σj
jmjm

m Pp ,
2,f

,
2 , 

… 
− all the R-processes are “on” with probabilities n

mnp ,...,2,1  (4.3) and n
nP ,...,2,1

,f  (4.4) and 

contribution n
n

n
mn Pp ,...,2,1

,f
,...,2,1 . 

Since the R-processes are mutually independent, the bound νm
* (4.31) is the sum 

over all the possible events 
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The upper bound ν* on the outcrossing rate ν+ (4.22) for the whole vector S(t) is the 
sum over all R-processes Sm(t) 
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 (4.33) 

νm
* = κmP{g[X, Sm(τ + ∆t), S’(τ)] < 0|Nm = 1} =  

κmP{g[X, Sm(t), S’(t)] < 0|Sm(t) is “on”} = κmPf[t|Sm(t) is “on”] 
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Observe that all the failure probabilities involved in (4.33) are time-invariant. 

4.3.2.4 Newly developed upper bound on the failure probability 
Based on results provided in sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.3, substitution of the initial fail-
ure probability Pf(t1) (4.27) and upper bound ν* on the outcrossing rate (4.33) into the 
general upper bound on the failure probability (4.12) yields the newly developed upper 
bound on the failure probability for the considered R-processes 
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All the failure probabilities kji
nP ,...,,

,f  (4.4) involved in Pf,U2(t1,t2) (4.34) are time-invariant 

due to stationary conditions. Hence, any time-invariant reliability method can be used to 
evaluate the improved upper bound Pf,U2(t1,t2) if “n” intermittent rectangular wave re-
newal processes with exponential durations are accepted in the time-variant analysis. 
Total number of 2n of time-invariant reliability analyses needs to be carried out to de-
termine all the failure probabilities kji

nP ,...,,
,f . 

It is shown in section 5 that the bound (4.34) leads to sufficiently accurate esti-
mates on Pf(t1,t2). Since it is indicated that the currently available upper bound (4.24) 
fails to provide an upper bound, the formula (4.34) is supposed to become useful tool 
for structural reliability applications. Moreover, reliability analysis can benefit from the 
fact that any well-developed reliability method for time-invariant cases can be applied. 

The improved bound (4.34) is derived using rigorous mathematical arguments. It 
can be, however, explained by “intuition”. For simple notation consider combination of 
two R-processes S1(t) and S2(t) with failure domain defined by 

 g[R, G, S1(t), S2(t)] = R – G – S1(t) – S2(t) < 0 or R – G < S1(t) + S2(t) (4.35) 
The combination of S1(t) and S2(t) is indicated in Figure 20. 
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S2

S1
tT

S1 + S2

R - G

 
Figure 20. Combination of R-processes S1(t) and S2(t). 

 

The formula (4.34) applied to this case yields 
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 (4.36) 

Failure may occur only at the initial state or in times t where one of the R-processes has 
renewal. The first line of (4.35) describes the initial failure probability Pf(t1). Failure 
probability due to changes of the load intensity S1 is expressed in the second line of 
(4.35). It can be clarified as follows (see Figure 21): 

− consider that the R-process S1(t) is a renewal process, i.e. S1(t) changes its inten-
sity while the R-process S2(t) is “on” with probability pon,2 (3.22), 

− expected number of renewals (3.11) of S1(t) is Tκ1, 
− the time interval T can be divided into two subintervals. In the first one the R-

process S2(t) is „off“. This subinterval corresponds to Tpoff,2 = T(1 - pon,2) = T 1
12p . 

The R-process S1(t) has on average T 1
12p κ1 renewals during this subinterval. 

Probability of failure after each renewal (S1(t) is “on” and S2(t) is “off”) is 1
1,fP . 

Sum of the failure probabilities due to renewals of S1(t) given S2(t) being “off” 
becomes T 1

12p κ1
1
1,fP , 

− in the second subinterval the R-process S2(t) is „on“. This subinterval lasts 
Tpon,2 = T 2,1

12p . The R-process S1(t) has on average T 2,1
12p κ1 renewals during this 

subinterval. Probability of failure after each renewal (both the R-processes are 
“on”) is 2,1

2,fP . Sum of the failure probabilities due to renewals of S1(t) given S2(t) 

is “on” becomes T 2,1
12p κ1

2,1
2,fP . 

The second line in (4.36) is thus apparently simple sum of failure probabilities in dis-
joint renewals during the two subintervals. The third line in (4.36) is derived in analogy 
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with the second line considering that S2(t) is a renewal process. By intuition simple sum 
(4.36) of failure probabilities in various times provides an upper bound on Pf(t1,t2). The 
“intuitive” explanation of the bound (4.36) is indicated in Figure 21 denoting Si

+ the R-
process having renewals. 
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Figure 21. Intuitive derivation of the newly developed upper bound. 

 

4.3.2.5 Application of the newly developed upper bound to a combination of “spike-
like” R-processes 
It is indicated in section 4.3.1 that the currently available bound (4.24) seems to fail 
when combining “spike-like” R-processes. Apply the newly developed upper bound 
(4.34) to the same example. 

Coincidence probabilities defined in (4.2) remains the same as indicated in 
(4.25). In addition, conditional coincidence probabilities (4.3) need to be determined to 
enable application of (4.34). Considering all ρi → 0, the probabilities (4.3) arrive at 
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 (4.37) 

Substitution of (4.25) and (4.37) into (4.34) provides the newly developed upper bound 
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which is a sum of the initial failure probability (R-processes Si(t) are “off”) and the fail-
ure probabilities in disjoint renewals of particular R-processes Si(t). By intuition, simple 
sum of failure probabilities provides an upper bound on the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) 
in this case. 

Note that similar comparison of the bounds (4.24) and (4.34) can be carried out 
for combination of „sustained“ R-processes (see section 3.3.1.1) for which pon,i → 1 
(3.22). In this case all probabilities kji

lp ,...,,  approach again zero-value except for 
n

np ,...,2,1  → 1. Similarly all conditional probabilities kmji
mlp ,..,,..,,  approach zero-value except 

for probabilities nm
mnp ,..,,..,2,1  → 1. The bound (4.24) then becomes Pf,U1(t1,t2) = n

nP ,..,2,1
,f  + 

T +
+++ n...21ν . The bound (4.34) yields Pf,U2(t1,t2) = n

nP ,..,2,1
,f  + T n

nP ,...,2,1
,f Σnκi. Numerical stud-

ies indicate that both these results are nearly equivalent at least for the "low" failure 
probability problems where +

+++ n...21ν  ≈ n
nP ,...,2,1

,f Σnκi. This statement is numerically proved 

in section 5. 

4.4 Lower bound on the failure probability 

In previous sections upper bounds on the failure probability are discussed. It has been 
recognized [Karadeniz & Vrouwenvelder, 2004] that upper bounds based on the for-
mula (4.12) provide a useful approximation of Pf(t1,t2) and its good estimate in most ap-
plications. Lower bounds on Pf(t1,t2) for combination of R-processes can also be devel-
oped. In practical applications attention is, however, seldom paid to determination of a 
lower bound. Therefore, lower bounds are not discussed here to the same extent as the 
upper bounds. They are investigated only within this section and then evaluated in nu-
merical examples in section 5. 

4.4.1 The currently available lower bound 
The currently available lower bound has been obtained in [Shinozuka, 1964] as the larg-
est point-in-time failure probability Pf(t). Under stationary conditions, the lower bound 
is obtained from (4.27) 
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The lower bound (4.39) can be again derived by “intuition”. Behaviour of a load 
R-process Si(t) in time can be described by two parameters, κi and ρi (3.21). Number of 
renewals Ni for Si(t) follows the Poisson distribution (see Annex C). By intuition, the 
lower the number of renewals Ni, the lower the failure probability. The lower bound can 
be, therefore, derived setting the number of renewals Ni for all R-processes Si(t) almost 
equal to zero. 

Consider that time variation of R-processes is defined by rates κi and intensities 
ρi. To derive a lower bound, replace the actual κi’s by the fictive rates κi

*’s so that 
κi > κi

* → 0 for all κi and κi
*. Substitution of κi

*’s into (C.6) leads to probabilities 
P(Ni = n) 
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It appears that R-processes have no renewal during T when the fictive rates κi
* 

are considered. The R-processes are present with the probabilities pon,i (3.22) following 
from the intensities ρi. Models for R-processes Si(t) and Sj(t) with the fictive rates κi

* are 
indicated in Figure 22. The original models are depicted in grey. 

 

Sj

Si

tT

„on“ with probability pon,j„on“ with probability pon,j

„on“ with probability pon,i„on“ with probability pon,i

 
Figure 22. Models for the currently available lower bound. 

 

Apparently, R-processes are of a constant value during the observed period when the 
fictive rates κi

* are considered. In this case failure probability is obtained in analogy 
with e.g. initial failure probability (4.27) (see section 4.3.2.1) leading to the result pro-
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vided in (4.39). The currently available lower bound (4.39) may apparently yield accu-
rate estimates of Pf(t1,t2) when the R-processes have relatively small number of renew-
als, say κi < 1/T. Denote such R-processes as “non-varying” R-processes. It is foreseen 
that for “varying” R-processes (κi >> 1/T) rather low estimates of Pf(t1,t2) are obtained 
since intensity changes of R-processes Si(t) in renewals are neglected. This drawback 
can be overcome by introducing a new lower bound. 

4.4.2 Newly proposed lower bound 

4.4.2.1 Fictive interarrival-duration intensities 
As mentioned above, time variation of Si(t) is described by the two parameters, κi and ρi 
(ρi can be replaced by µi or pon,i). Consider now the actual κi’s and replace the actual 
ρi’s by the fictive intensities ρi

*. The intensities ρi
* are obtained assuming that all actual 

rates µi (see section 2.3.4.3) are substituted by the fictive rates µi
* approaching infinity 

(µi << µi
* → ∞). Substituting the rates µi

* into (3.21), the fictive intensities ρi
* arrive at 

 ρi > ρi
* = κi / µi

* = κi / “+∞” = “0+” (4.41) 
where “0+” = the limit approaching zero from the right side. Making use result of (4.41), 
the fictive probabilities of "on"-state *

,on ip  (3.22) become 

 pon,i > *
,on ip  = ρi

* / (1 + ρi
*) = “0+” / (1 + “0+”) = “0+” (4.42) 

All R-processes Si(t) are, therefore, “on” for very short period in each renewal and be-
come “spike-like”. Again, by intuition the lower probabilities of “on”-state, the lower 
failure probability. A lower bound can be, therefore, derived from the model based on 
the probabilities *

,on ip . Models for derivation of the new lower bound are indicated in 

Figure 23 (the original R-processes are in grey). 
 

Sj

Si

tT

1/κi1/κi1/κi

1/κj1/κj1/κj

 
Figure 23. Models for the newly introduced lower bound. 
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It is observed that probability of the R-processes being “on” at the same point in time is 
insignificant. R-processes are “on” after each renewal for a very short interval ∆t. It can 
be shown (in analogy with the expected number of renewals in section 4.2.2) that prob-
ability of having two renewals in ∆t is of higher order o(∆t2) in ∆t and becomes negligi-
ble. 

Assuming that no load coincidence occurs, the exact failure probability Pf
*(t1,t2) 

can be determined. As all the fictive probabilities *
,on ip  are lower than the actual prob-

abilities pon,i, the obtained failure probability Pf
*(t1,t2) apparently provides a lower 

bound on the exact failure probability Pf(t1,t2) based on the actual probabilities pon,i. 

4.4.2.2 Survival probability 
Complementary probability to the failure probability Pf

*(t1,t2) is the survival probability 
Ps

*(t1,t2), i.e. the probability that the considered member survives the initial state and all 
subsequent disjoint renewals of all the R-processes Si(t). Consider initially that the time-
invariant variables R and G take certain values r and g. Assume that R-processes Si(t) 
have a fixed number of renewals during T, Ni = ni. Under these assumptions, survival is 
an event defined by 
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 (4.43) 

where Si,j = load intensity of an R-process Si(t) in j-th renewal. 
Considering that: 

− all the R-processes are mutually independent, 
− load intensities Si within each R-process Si(t) are identically distributed and mu-

tually independent variables, 
probability of survival (4.43) is 
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where P[g(r, g , Si) ≥ 0| g(r, g) ≥ 0] = survival probability given a renewal of Si(t) under 
the condition of g(r, g) ≥ 0. Condition g(r, g) ≥ 0 describes the event that the component 
survives in the initial time t1 where all the R-processes Si(t) are “off”. 

Number of renewals Ni is a random variable with PDF given by (C.6). Assuming 
that number of renewals is random, the survival probability (4.44) writes 
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Substitution of (C.6) into (4.45) yields 
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Assuming the time-invariant variables R and G being random, the survival probability 
(4.46) can be obtained from the expectation 
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which can be rewritten as 
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4.4.2.3 Newly proposed lower bound 
Complementary probability to the survival probability Ps

*(t1,t2) (4.48), failure probabil-
ity Pf

*(t1,t2), represents the newly proposed lower bound on the failure probability 
Pf(t1,t2) 
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Note that if the considered limit state function is g[X(t)] = R – G - ΣiSi(t), the 
probabilities P[g(ρ, γ, Si ≥ 0] in (4.49) can be modified for R = ρ and G = γ 

 P[g(ρ, γ, Si ≥ 0]  = P[ρ - γ - Si ≥ 0] = P[Si ≤ ρ - γ] = FSi(ρ - γ) (4.50) 
where FSi(·) = cumulative distribution function of the load intensity Si. 

The bound (4.49) provides nearly the exact solution when combining “spike-
like” R-processes, i.e. ρi ≈ ρi

*. However, it is foreseen that it may lead to rather rough 
estimates of Pf(t1,t2) for combination of general R-processes where ρi > ρi

*. It should be 
mentioned that evaluation of (4.49) is a time-demanding task when the number of R-
processes exceeds approximately 3. 

4.4.3 Final lower bound on the failure probability 
Both the already discussed lower bounds (4.39) and (4.49) are derived for rather “ex-
treme” cases. The currently available bound (4.39) is aimed at combinations of “non-
varying” R-processes (κi < 1/T) while the newly proposed bound (4.49) fits to combina-
tions of “spike-like” R-processes. Since both these bounds in all cases lead to lower es-
timates of Pf(t1,t2), greater of the obtained values from (4.39) and (4.49) is used as the 
final lower bound on the failure probability  

 Pf(t1,t2) ≥ max [Pf(4.39)(t1,t2), Pf(4.49)(t1,t2)] (4.51) 
where e.g. Pf(4.39)(t1,t2) = failure probability determined in accordance with (4.39). The 
final lower bound is assumed to describe well a great number of combinations of the R-
processes. 

Note that the final lower bound could be, however, still improved for mutual 
combinations of “non-varying” and “spike-like” R-processes. Such a lower bound could 
be derived using the following fictive parameters: 

− the fictive rates κi
* → 0 would be applied to R-processes with relatively small ac-

tual rates κi, 
− the fictive intensities ρi

* → 0 would be used for R-processes with relatively small 
actual intensities ρi. 

By intuition, such a bound could describe well any combination of “spike-like” and 
“non-varying” R-processes. However, no procedure is known to optimize selection 
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which R-processes should have fictive rates κi
* and fictive intensities ρi

*. It should be 
thus necessary to evaluate all possible combinations where all R-processes would have 
rates κi

*, the R-process Si(t) would have intensity ρi
* while the other would have rates 

κj
*, etc. Maximum estimate would then provide the "best" lower bound. 

Apparently, such computations would become extremely laborious for larger n. 
Since a lower bound is usually of small interest in reliability analysis, this bound is not 
derived here. It should be developed within the future research. Note that no lower 
bound yielding estimates close to the exact Pf(t1,t2) seems to be available for combina-
tions of “sustained” R-processes. 
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5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

The newly proposed upper bound (4.34) and lower bound (4.49) derived in section 4 are 
numerically compared with results obtained by the Crude Monte Carlo simulation 
method described in section 5. The currently available bounds (4.24) and (4.39) are also 
evaluated. Simple numerical examples are selected to show benefits and drawbacks of 
all the investigated formulas. Limit state functions are considered in simple forms ena-
bling easy verification of calculation procedures. 

5.1 Principles of verification using the Crude Monte Carlo technique 

Simulation of a single R-process is explained in section 3.1. In principle estimate of the 
failure probability Pf(t1,t2) is obtained by the simulations as follows: 

− time-invariant variables R = r and G = g are simulated from the relevant CDF. 
Values r and g remain constant during the observed period T, 

− all R-processes Si(t) are simulated for the whole period T in accordance with 
principles given in section 3.1, 

− when an “on”-state of any R-process is initiated (in time τ), it is verified whether 
the limit state g[r, g, S(τ)] is exceeded, 

− all the above mentioned steps constitute procedure to simulate one trial (one 
simulated period T) 

− if the limit state is exceeded at least once during T, the trial is recognized as a 
“failure trial”, 

− “sufficiently large” sample size n (see note in section 3.1.1.1) is simulated to ob-
tain estimate of Pf(t1,t2) with a sufficiently low coefficient of variation. The esti-
mate of Pf(t1,t2) then follows from 

 Pf(t1,t2) ≅ nf / n (5.1) 
where nf = total number of “failure trials” from the sample size “n”. 

Consider the limit state function g[X(t)] = R  - S1(t) – S2(t). The algorithm for 
evaluation of Pf(t1,t2) for this case is shown in Figure 24. 
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tren1 = rnd(FTren,1);

ton1 = min[rnd(FTon,1), tren1]

tm = max[min(tm1,tm2), tend]

I=max(min{sign[(s1+s2)-r],sign(tm-tend)},I)

tend = min(te1,te2,T)

si; treni; tmi; tei; tend; I = 0;

r = distrnd(µR,σR)

tren1 = rnd(FT0,1);

ton1 = min[rnd(FTon,1), tren1]

t01 = rnd[R(0,1)]tren1;

tren1 = tren1 - t01;

ton1 = max(ton1 – t01,0);

s1 = rnd(FS1)

I=max{min[sign(s1-r),sign(ton1)],I}

te1 = te1 + tren1;

ton1 = min(T – tend,ton1)

tm1 = tend + ton1

tren2 = rnd(FTren,2);

ton2 = min[rnd(FTon,2), tren2]

tren2 = rnd(FT0,2);

ton2 = min[rnd(FTon,2), tren2]

t02 = rnd[R(0,1)]tren2;

tren2 = tren2 - t02;

ton2 = max(ton2 – t02,0);

s2 = rnd(FS2)

I=max{min[sign(s2-r),sign(ton2)],I}

te2 = te2 + tren2;

ton2 = min(T – tend,ton2)

tm2 = tend + ton2

nf = nf + I

rnd = random number from…

= yes

= no

rnd = random number from…

= yes

= nonf = 0

START

INPUT T; FT0,i; FTon,i; FTren,i; FSi; FR; nINPUT T; FT0,i; FTon,i; FTren,i; FSi; FR; n

for number of cycles 1..nfor number of cycles 1..n

STOP

OUTPUT pf = nf/n;

β = -normsinv(pf)

OUTPUT pf = nf/n;

β = -normsinv(pf)

tend < Ttend < T

te1 < te2te1 < te2 tren2 = 0tren2 = 0tren1 = 0tren1 = 0

 
Figure 24. Algorithm of the Monte Carlo verification. 

 

The following notation is used in Figure 24: tend = the last time observed in simulations 
(limit state function has been evaluated for t∈(0,tend) while verification in t∈(tend,T) is 
still required); tm.i = the time when the last “on”-state of an R-process Si(t) has finished; 
I = indicator (I = 0 if no failure occurs within simulation of a trial, otherwise I = 1). 

Similar procedure to that indicated in Figure 24 can be used to verify failure 
probability for any combination of R-processes. Examples on combinations of various 
R-processes are developed in the following sections. It is emphasized that in all cases a 
sample size n is at least 500 times the reciprocal of the failure probability. This yields 
approximately to Vf ~ 0.05 (Vf denotes the coefficient of variation of the estimate of the 
failure probability). 
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All simulations are carried out using the technical computing language Matlab 
[Matlab, 2002]. An example of the Matlab code used for verification of the derived 
formulas is given in Annex E. 

Reliability analysis is usually focused on “low” failure probability problems 
(say, Pf(t1,t2) < 10-3 or 10-2). Such cases are discussed in section 5.2. Examples on 
“high” failure probability problems are then developed in section 5.3. Since it is indi-
cated in section 4.3.2.2 that the proposed upper bound (4.34) may lead to rough esti-
mates for “noise” R-processes, numerical verification of combinations with such R-
processes is carried out in section 5.4. 

Examples developed in section from 5.2 to 5.4 are based on simple limit state 
functions in order to show benefits and drawbacks of the proposed bounds with maxi-
mum simplicity. In section 5.5 the bounds are applied to a practical example of a cen-
trally loaded steel column with initial deflection. 

Point out that in all numerical examples the time-invariant resistance R(t) = R is 
considered and all basic variables are assumed to be statistically independent. 

The following notation is used in section 5: 
− the currently available upper bound (4.24) is denoted as UPPER 1, the estimate 

of the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) based on (4.24) is referred to as Pf,U1(t1,t2), 
− the proposed upper bound (4.34) is denoted as UPPER 2 with the estimate of 

Pf(t1,t2) referred to as Pf,U2(t1,t2), 
− the currently available lower bound (4.39) is denoted as LOWER 1 with the cor-

responding probability Pf,L1. Note that this estimate is independent of the length 
of the observed period T as readily observed from (4.39), 

− the newly derived lower bound (4.49) is denoted as LOWER 2 with the corre-
sponding probability Pf,L2(t1,t2), 

− the final lower bound (4.51) is denoted as LOWER 3 with the probability 
Pf,L3(t1,t2), 

− estimate of Pf(t1,t2) obtained by the Monte Carlo simulations is referred to as 
Pf,MC(t1,t2). 

The ratio between estimate obtained by a lower/upper bound and the failure probability 
predicted by MC simulations is denoted as θ 

 θL = Pf,L(t1,t2) / Pf,MC(t1,t2) and θU = Pf,U(t1,t2) / Pf,MC(t1,t2) (5.2) 

Note that θL ≤ 1 for a “correct” lower bound and θU ≥ 1 for a “correct” upper bound 
shall be obtained. Apparently, estimates obtained from the bounds fit the exact solution 
for θ ≈ 1. It is emphasized that comparative adjectives lower or upper always means 
"compared with the probability obtained by the MC simulations” in the following. 
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5.2  “Low” failure probability problems 

“Low” failure probability problems are discussed in this section. Initially, combinations 
of rather extreme R-processes, i.e. “spike-like” and “sustained” R-processes (section 
3.3.1.1) and “non-varying” R-processes (section 4.4.1), are investigated. Analysis con-
sidering “general” R-processes is then examined. 

5.2.1 Combination of “spike-like” R-processes 
Consider a structural member exposed combination of two spike-like R-processes S1(t) 
and S2(t). Statistical properties of resistance R, S1(t) and S2(t) are listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Stochastic models for combination of spike-like R-processes. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Variable   Distribution  Mean  St. deviation  κ    ρ             ___________________________________________ 
            [MPa]  [MPa]    [1/year]  [-] _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Resistance R  LN     280   22.4     —    — 
R-process S1(t) G      50    25      1    10-6 

R-process S2(t) G      50    25      0.1   10-7 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
where LN = two-parameter lognormal distribution and G = Gumbel distribution (max). 

 
Observe that both the R-processes are nearly always “off” since their probabili-

ties of “on”-state pon,i (3.21) are almost zero, pon,1 = 10-6 and pon,2 = 10-7. Both the R-
processes are “on” for a very short period at each renewal. Probability of their coinci-
dence then becomes negligible. On average, the R-process S1(t) renews itself annually 
(C.3) while the R-process S2(t) after 10 years. 

The anticipated lifetime is T = 50 years. The expected numbers of renewals 
(3.11) are N1 = Tκ1 = 50 and N2 = Tκ2 = 5. The considered limit state function is 

 g[X(t)] = R – S1(t) – S2(t) (5.3)  

Coincidence probabilities ji
lp ,  (4.2) and conditional coincidence probabilities 

ji
ilp ,  (4.3) are 
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 (5.4) 

The failure probabilities ji
nP ,

,f  (4.4) determined by the numerical integration using the 

software product Mathcad [Mathcad, 2002] result in 

 42,1
2,f

62
1,f

61
1,f0,f 101.5107.7107.70 −−− ×=×=×== PPPP  (5.5) 

The formula (4.34) (~UPPER 2) is for this example rewritten in (4.36) in section 
4.3.2.4. Observe that the number of failure probability evaluations is nE = 2n = 4. By in-
tuition, only the probabilities 1

1,fP  and 2
1,fP  have influence on the obtained failure prob-

ability in (4.36) as the probability 2,1
1,fP  is multiplied by much lower coincidence prob-
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ability and conditional coincidence probability (5.4). Therefore, the probability 2,1
2,f

2,1
2 Pp  

becomes negligible as the probabilities 2,1
2 ip  are lower by a factor from 10-6 to 10-7 than 

the probabilities 1
11p  and 2

21p . If this information was available in advance, the number 

nE could be reduced since the probability 2,1
1,fP  could be omitted in the analysis. It is 

foreseen that this finding would be of great importance for problems with larger number 
of R-processes. It is expected that in such problems a great number of probabilities 

kji
nP ,...,,

,f  (4.4) could be excluded without loosing accuracy of the obtained failure prob-

ability. Alternatively, all probabilities kji
nP ,...,,

,f  could be estimated by an efficient (fast) 

approximate method. The “important” probabilities could be then selected and conse-
quently refined by an advanced (perhaps more time consuming) reliability method. 

Continue with reliability analysis for combination of “spike-like” R-processes. 
The currently available bounds UPPER 1 and LOWER 1 are evaluated by the FORM 
method provided by [RCP, 2003] while the proposed bound UPPER 2, LOWER 2 and 
LOWER 3 are computed by Mathcad. All results are verified by the Crude Monte Carlo 
simulation technique [Matlab, 2002]. The estimated failure probabilities are 

 (5.6) 
The results in (5.6) indicate that all the proposed bounds UPPER 2, LOWER 2 and 
LOWER 3 yield nearly the equivalent values as the Monte Carlo simulations (θ ~ 1). 
UPPER 1 fails to provide an upper bound since θU1 ~ 10-6 < 1. LOWER 1 then leads to 
rather rough estimates of Pf(t1,t2) as θL1 ~ 10-8. Note that UPPER 2 again yields 
Pf,U2(t1,t2) = 4.3×10-4 if the terms involving 2,1

1,fP  are neglected indicating that reduction 

of nE is possible. 
Consider that the lifetime T is a study parameter. Figure 25 indicates the esti-

mated failure probability as a function of T plotted in a semi-lognormal scale. 
 

Pf,U1(t1,t2) = 4.0×10-10 Pf,U2(t1,t2) = 4.3×10-4

Pf,MC(t1,t2) = 4.2×10-4 

Pf,L1 = 8.5×10-12 Pf,L2(t1,t2) = 4.2×10-4 Pf,L3(t1,t2) = 4.2×10-4 
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Figure 25. Failure probability for combination of spike-like R-processes. 

 

Figure 25 indicates that the proposed bounds UPPER 2, LOWER 2 and 
LOWER 3 match well to the MC simulations for the whole range of T. It appears that 
UPPER 1 fails for nearly any T since the ratio θU1 is approximately 10-6 for T > 5. 
LOWER 1 provides a lower bound on Pf(t1,t2), however, leads to rather crude estimate 
(θL1 ~ 10-8 – 10-6 << 1) for T > 5. For small periods T (T → 0) differences between all 
the discussed formulas vanish. Note that these findings are valid only for this case, i.e. 
combination of “spike-like” R-processes. The minimum period analyzed in this example 
is T = 10-6 [years]. 

It is also recognized that the number of failure probability evaluations can be re-
duced since the terms with failure probability 2,1

1,fP  can be neglected for combination of 

“spike-like” R-processes. 

5.2.2 Combination of “sustained” R-processes 
Consider a structural member with the limit state function (5.3). Stochastic models for 
basic variables are listed in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Stochastic models for combination of „sustained“ R-processes. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Variable   Distribution  Mean  St. deviation  κ    ρ             ___________________________________________ 
            [MPa]  [MPa]    [1/year]  [-] _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Resistance R  N      280   22.4     —    — 
R-process S1(t) G      50    25      1    106 

R-process S2(t) N      50    5      0.1   105 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
where N = normal (Gauss) distribution. 

 
Observe that both the R-processes are nearly always “on” since their probabili-

ties of “on”-state pon,i (3.21) are almost equal to one (pon,1 ≅ pon,2 ≅ 1), i.e. „sustained“ R-
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processes are obtained. Therefore, the R-processes S1(t) and S2(t) coincide nearly in any 
renewal. The life cycle T is a study parameter. 

Coincidence probabilities ji
lp ,  (4.2) and conditional coincidence probabilities 

ji
ilp ,  (4.3) are 
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 (5.7) 

The failure probabilities ji
nP ,

,f  (4.4) determined by the numerical integration become 

 52,1
2,f

2
1,f

71
1,f0,f 106.10102.60 −− ×=≈×=≈ PPPP  (5.8) 

Apparently, only the probability 2,1
2,fP  (5.8) can be evaluated to determine UPPER 2 

(4.36) when combining the „sustained“ R-processes. The other probabilities are multi-
plied by much lower coincidence probabilities and conditional coincidence probabilities 
(5.7). 

Figure 26 indicates failure probabilities estimated by LOWER 1-3, UPPER 1 
and 2 and MC simulations (the minimum analyzed period being T = 10-6). 
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Figure 26. Failure probability for combination of the „sustained“ R-processes. 

 

Figure 26 shows that the upper bounds UPPER 1 and UPPER 2 correspond well 
to the results determined by the MC simulations for the whole range of T. LOWER 3 
and LOWER 1 provide lower estimates (θL3 ~ 0.05 – 0.2 and θL1 ~ 0.02 – 0.2) for T > 5. 
For T < 5 differences disappear (θL1 = θL3 → 1). It appears that LOWER 2 yields to a 
quite narrow bound for T > 5 (θL2 ~ 0.05) while for smaller T’s this bound leads to 
rough estimates (θL2 → 0). It can be observed that LOWER 2 provides more accurate 
lower estimates for T > 20 while LOWER 1 performs better for T < 20. 
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The number of failure probability evaluations nE can be considerably reduced as 
only the terms with failure probability 2,1

1,fP  have influence on the estimate of the failure 

probability for combination of the “sustained” R-processes. 

5.2.3 Combination of “non-varying” R-processes 
Consider the limit state function (5.3) involving basic variables described by stochastic 
models given in Table 3. 

 
Table 3. Stochastic models for combination of „sustained“ R-processes. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Variable   Distribution  Mean  St. deviation  κ    ρ             ___________________________________________ 
            [MPa]  [MPa]    [1/year]  [-] _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Resistance R  LN     280   22.4     —    — 
R-process S1(t) N      110   10      10-4   SP* 

R-process S2(t) N      100   10      10-4   1 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
*SP = study parameter. 

 
The interarrival-duration intensity ρ1 is a parameter in the range (0.01,10). The 

R-process S1(t) is thus changed from the “spike-like” R-process to almost the “sus-
tained” one. In other words probability of "on"-state pon,1 (3.21) varies from 9.9×10-3 to 
0.99. The R-process S2(t) is “on” with the probability 0.5. The observed period is T = 50 
years. Observe that both the R-processes have nearly no renewal during the observed 
period since the expected number of renewals (3.11) is 

 E[Ni] = Tκ1 = Tκ2 = 50×10-4 = 5×10-3 (5.9) 
and probability that an R-process Si(t) has no renewal (C.6) results in 

 ( ) ( ) 9995.0
!0

10500P
41050

04

=
×

==
−×−

−

eNi  (5.10) 

Therefore, the R-processes S1(t) and S2(t) can be classified as “non-varying” R-
processes, see section 4.4.1. Both the R-processes thus have: 

− a constant intensity if they are “on” or 
− remain in “off”-state during the whole observed period T. 

Coincidence probabilities ji
lp ,  (4.2) and conditional coincidence probabilities 

ji
ilp ,  (4.3) are here functions of the study parameter ρ1. The failure probabilities ji

nP ,
,f  

(4.4) are 

 32,1
2,f

2
1,f

1
1,f0,f 106.2000 −×=≈≈= PPPP  (5.11) 

Observe that only terms describing load coincidence affect the failure probability. 
Figure 27 indicates variation of the obtained failure probabilities with the inten-

sity ρ1. 
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Figure 27. Failure probability for combination of the „non-varying“ R-processes. 

 

Figure 27 shows that all the discussed bounds except for LOWER 2 provide in 
this case nearly exact estimates of Pf(t1,t2). LOWER 2 yields zero probability as coinci-
dence of R-processes is neglected in LOWER 2 (see section 4.4.2). It can be seen from 
Figure 27 that the estimates of Pf(t1,t2) are sensitive to changes of ρ1 for approximately 
ρ1 < 1 while for ρ1 > 1 the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) varies negligibly with changes of 
ρ1. As a consequence, intensities ρi should be carefully specified chiefly for strongly in-
termittent R-processes (say, ρi < 1). Further discussion on influence of interarrival-
duration intensities is provided in the following section. 

5.2.4 Combination of “general” R-processes 
Rather “extreme” types of R-processes have been discussed so far to show drawbacks 
and benefits of the currently available and proposed formulas. In this section combina-
tion of “general” R-processes represented by snow load S(t) and wind action W(t) is in-
vestigated. 

Consider a structural component exposed to combination of S(t) and W(t)*. Sto-
chastic models listed in Table 4 are adopted from [Sýkora, 2004]. 

 
Table 4. Stochastic models for combination of „general“ R-processes. _______________________________________________________________________________ 
Variable   Distribution  Mean  St. deviation  κ    ρ             _____________________________________________ 
            [MPa]  [MPa]    [1/year]  [-] _______________________________________________________________________________ 
Resistance R  LN     280   22.4     —    — 
Snow  S(t) G      0.38   0.27     1    0.04 

Wind   W(t) G      0.28   0.14     1    0.001 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                                 
*Only quasi-static effects of wind action are considered. 
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Both the R-processes are considered to renew themselves annually on average 
(κS = κW =1). The probabilities of “on”-state pon,i determined from (3.22) arrive at 
pon,S = 0.038 and pon,W = 0.001. It means that R-processes are present on average 14 days 
a year (annual extreme of the snow load) and 9 hours (annual extreme wind storm). As-
sume that the life cycle T is a study parameter T∈(10-6;50). The limit state function un-
der consideration is (for details see [Sýkora, 2004]): 

 g[X(t)] = R – 22.9 – 86.8×S(t) – 101×W(t) (5.12) 

Probabilities ji
lp ,  (4.2) and ji

ilp ,  (4.3) are 
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The failure probabilities ji
nP ,

,f  (4.4) are 

 5,
2,f

9
1,f

6
1,f0,f 109.3107.3104.50 −−− ×=×=×== WSWS PPPP  (5.14) 

It can be seen that only the terms with probabilities SP 1,f  and WSP ,
2,f  can affect the estimate 

of Pf(t1,t2) by UPPER 2 since the other probabilities (5.14) seem to be negligible. It ap-
pears that the number of failure probability evaluations could be efficiently reduced in 
this case from 4 to 2. 
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Figure 28. Failure probability for combination of snow and wind actions. 

 

It is observed that UPPER 2 is in agreement with the MC simulations. LOWER 
2 is equivalent to LOWER 3 for the nearly whole range (T > 1) providing lower esti-
mates close to the exact solution (θL2 = θL3  ~ 0.75). LOWER 1 yields much lower fail-
ure probabilities (θL1 varies from 5×10-4 up to 5×10-3 for T > 5) and becomes useless in 
this case. It appears that UPPER 1 fails to provide an upper bound (θU1 ~ 0.03 < 1). For 
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T << 1 differences among the discussed formulas disappear except for LOWER 2 that 
leads to the zero failure probability when T → 0, see (4.49). 

In general an R-process Si(t) is defined by distribution of load intensity Si, rate κi 
and interarrival-duration intensity ρi. (the intensity ρi can be, alternatively, replaced by 
the rate µi or probability of "on"-state pon,i). The load intensity is usually described by an 
extreme-value distribution related to the expected duration between renewals (C.3), i.e. 
E[Tren,i] = 1/κi. Apparently, this extreme-value distribution needs to be known in the 
analysis. If the period related to the distribution (reference period) is known, the rate κi 
can be easily obtained as a reciprocal to the reference period. So far, there are no sig-
nificant differences with the time-invariant analysis where the distribution of Si is also 
required. 

However, specification of the intensity ρi is still necessary for the time-variant 
reliability analysis. This may complicate the analysis since required input data is rarely 
available. The estimate of ρi may be, therefore, affected by uncertainties. The influence 
of ρi on Pf(t1,t2) should be thus investigated to decide when the intensity should care-
fully determined and when it can be, say, estimated by intuition without loosing too 
much accuracy. 
Consider the example presented in the beginning of this section. The observed period is 
fixed, T = 50 years. The interarrival-duration intensity ρS varies from 10-6 up to 1. The 
obtained failure probabilities are indicated in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29. Variability of failure probability with ρS. 

 

Figure 29 indicates that LOWER 1 yields too low failure probabilities (θL1 ~ 10-3 
for ρS > 0.2) and UPPER 1 fails to provide an upper bound (θU1 ~ 0.1 < 1). For ρS < 0.2 
LOWER 1 and UPPER 1 becomes useless, i.e. they fail when the R-process S1(t) 
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changes to a “spike-like” R-process. UPPER 2 matches well the MC simulations 
(1 < θU2 ~ 1.2). LOWER 2 and LOWER 3 provide lower estimates (0.2 < θL2 = θL3 < 1). 
For ρS < 0.2 differences among the newly derived formulas vanish. 

It is observed from Figure 29 that changes in ρS have only small effect on 
Pf(t1,t2). To illustrate this, consider two possible alternatives: 

− alternative A: it is estimated that the snow load (annual maximum) may be on 
average present in a wide range from 1 up to 14 days. This could be applicable 
for urban areas, 

− alternative B: it is anticipated that the snow load is on average present from 2 
week to 4 weeks. This could be taken into account for mountain regions. 

The probabilities of "on"-state pon,S (3.22) varies for the two alternatives between 

 (5.15) 
The interarrival-duration intensities ρi introduced in (3.22) are obtained from 

probabilities of "on"-state pon,S (5.15) as follows 

 (5.16) 
Considering the intensities (5.16), UPPER 2 and MC simulations provide the following 
estimates of Pf(t1,t2) 

 (5.17) 
It can be seen that the estimates of Pf(t1,t2) (5.17) vary up to 25 % for both the alterna-
tives even if so vague input data are available for the intensity ρS. If reliability level is 
measured in terms of reliability index (2.3), the differences become 

 (5.18) 
It appears that the interarrival-duration intensity ρi has influence on Pf(t1,t2). 

However, the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) varies insignificantly with small changes in ρi. 
Therefore, in some cases even a limited amount of input data can be sufficient to esti-
mate the intensity ρi. 

5.3 “High” failure probability problems 

The “low” failure probability problems (say, Pf < 10-2) are discussed in detail in section 
5.2. Apparently, such problems are chiefly analyzed in structural applications. “High” 

βU2A(t1,t2) = βMCA(t1,t2) = 3.45- 3.39 βU2B(t1,t2) = βMCB(t1,t2) = 3.39- 3.34 

Pf,U2A(t1,t2) = Pf,MCA(t1,t2) = 2.8×10-4 - 3.4×10-4 
Pf,U2B(t1,t2) = Pf,MCB(t1,t2) = 3.4×10-4 - 4.2×10-4 

ρSA = pon,SA / (1 - pon,SA) = 0.0027 – 0.039 
ρSB = pon,SB / (1 - pon,SB) = 0.039 – 0.082 

pon,SA = 1/365 – 14/365 = 0.0027 – 0.038 
pon,SB = 14/365 – 28/365 = 0.038 – 0.076 
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failure probability problems are rarely investigated and, therefore, only a single exam-
ple is provided in this section. 

Consider basic variables described by stochastic models given in Table 5. 
 

Table 5. Stochastic models for “high” failure probability problems. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Variable   Distribution  Mean  St. deviation  κ    ρ             ___________________________________________ 
            [MPa]  [MPa]    [1/year]  [-] _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Resistance R  LN     280   22.4     —    — 
R-process S1(t) G      120   30      1    1 

R-process S2(t) G      100   25      1    1 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
The probabilities of “on”-state pon,i determined from (3.22) are pon,1 = pon,2 = 0.5. 

Assume that the life cycle T is a study parameter T∈(10-6;50). The considered limit state 
function is given in (5.3). Probabilities ji

lp ,  (4.2) and ji
ilp ,  (4.3) are 
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The failure probabilities ji
nP ,

,f  (4.4) are 

 22,1
2,f

42
1,f

41
1,f0,f 105.9100.1102.90 −−− ×=×=×== PPPP  (5.20) 

Figure 30 indicates estimates of Pf(t1,t2) for the “high” failure probability prob-
lem described above. 
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Figure 30. “High” failure probabilities. 

 

It is readily observed that both the upper bounds UPPER 1 and 2 provides quite 
useless estimates of Pf(t1,t2) for, say, T > 10 – 20 as the estimated failure probabilities 
exceed one. UPPER 2 seems to yield accurate estimates for T < 1 [i.e. Pf(t1,t2) < 0.1] 
since in this case 1 < θU2 < 1.3. LOWER 1 leads to narrower lower bound for T < 25 
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while LOWER 2 for T > 25. LOWER 3 yields rather crude estimates for T > 1 as 
θL3 ~ 0.05 – 0.25. For T < 1 differences among the discussed formulas vanish excluding 
LOWER 2 that leads to the zero failure probability when T → 0, see (4.49). 

In general it can be concluded that UPPER 2 provides nearly exact solution ap-
proximately for Pf(t1,t2) < 10-2. The estimates Pf,U2(t1,t2) remain to be close to Pf(t1,t2) 
when Pf(t1,t2) < 10-1. If Pf(t1,t2) > 10-1, UPPER 2 leads to crude estimates of Pf(t1,t2) and 
may exceed one. UPPER 1 may also exceed one. Figure 30 indicates that UPPER 1 
again fails to provide an upper bound for T < 5 [i.e. Pf(t1,t2) < 0.25]. Conclude that if 
UPPER 2 exceeds one, only LOWER 3 can be used to estimate Pf(t1,t2). 

5.4 “Noise” R-processes 

It is indicated in section 4.3.2.2 that the upper bound νm
* (4.30) on the outcrossing rate 

νm
+ (4.28) may lead to rough estimates of Pf(t1,t2) if the “noise” R-processes are in-

volved in the analysis. Repeat that the “noise” R-process Sn(t) is an R-process with neg-
ligibly small intensity Sn compared with variables X and intensities of the other R-
processes Si(t). The effect of the “noise” R-processes is illustrated in the following nu-
merical example. 

Consider a structural component exposed to combination of a permanent action 
G and R-process S(t). Stochastic models are listed in Table 6. 

 
Table 6. Stochastic models for a problem with a “noise” R-process. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Variable   Distribution  Mean  St. deviation  κ    ρ             ___________________________________________ 
            [MPa]  [MPa]    [1/year]  [-] _____________________________________________________________________________ 
Resistance R  LN     280   22.4     —    — 
Perm. action G N      200   20      —    — 

R-process S(t) N      10-6   10-7     SP    106 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
where SP = study parameter. 

 
The limit state function is 

 g[X(t)] = R – G – S(t) (5.21) 
It is foreseen that the R-process S(t) has negligible influence on the failure probability 
Pf(t1,t2) since the load intensity S takes values incomparably smaller then R and G. The 
R-process S(t) is a “sustained” process as its probability of “on”-state pon determined 
from (3.22) becomes pon ≅ 1 while probability of "off"-state attains zero-value, poff ≅ 0. 
The anticipated life time is T = 50 years. The study parameter is the rate κ varying from 
10-6 up to 1, i.e. the R-process S(t) is changing from a “non-varying” process into vary-
ing process. 

The failure probabilities ji
nP ,

,f  (4.4) are 

 31
1,f

3
0,f 108.2108.2 −− ×=×= PP  (5.22) 
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Apparently, it follows from (5.22) that the R-process S(t) has no influence on Pf(t1,t2) 
and the outcrossing rate consequently approaches zero, i.e. ν+ ≈ 0. It is thus predicted 
that Pf(t1,t2) = Pf,0 = 2.8×10-3. UPPER 2 (4.34) can be rewritten for the considered ex-
ample as 
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By intuition, the second line of (5.23) describing the expected number of outcrossings 
E[N+(t1,t2)] provides crude estimate of the actual E[N+(t1,t2)] since failure can be hardly 
caused by the change of intensity S. It is, therefore, expected that the actual E[N+(t1,t2)] 
approaches zero. 

UPPER 2 (4.34) is based on the upper bound νm
* (4.30) on the outcrossing rate 

νm
+ (4.28). To improve UPPER 2 for problems with “noise” R-processes, substitute the 

outcrossing rate νm
+ (4.28) into (4.34) instead of the upper bound νm

* (4.30). This leads 
to the improved upper bound UPPER 2* that can be rewritten for the considered exam-
ple as 
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 (5.24) 

The condition N = 1 implies the R-process S(t) taking renewal within ∆t. 
Figure 31 indicates estimates of Pf(t1,t2) as a function of κ. UPPER 2* is evalu-

ated by the numerical integration using [Mathcad, 2002]. 
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Figure 31. “Noise” R-process. 

 

It is seen that UPPER 2 leads to crude estimates of Pf(t1,t2) if the “noise” R-
processes are considered. Application of the improved UPPER 2* can overcome this 
drawback. However, determination of UPPER 2* requires evaluation of the outcrossing 
rates ν+ (4.28) which may increase numerical effort. Moreover, “classical” time-
invariant reliability methods cannot be directly applied. 

However, it is believed that the “noise” R-processes can be readily excluded 
from the analysis and the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) can be consequently estimated by 
UPPER 2. 

5.5 Centrally loaded steel column 

As a practical application, example of a centrally loaded steel column adopted from 
[Iwankiewicz & Rackwitz, 2000] is elaborated. Consider the approximate limit state 
function 
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where 
A = 2BD (sectional area), 
W = BDH (sectional modulus), 
Ncr = π2EI/L2 (Euler buckling load), 
I = ½BDH2 (moment of inertia). 
Stochastic models partly adopted from [Iwankiewicz & Rackwitz, 2000] are given in 
Table 7. 
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Table 7. Stochastic models for the centrally loaded steel column. _____________________________________________________________________ 
Variable   Symb. Distr.  Mean/St.dev.   Unit κ  ρ _____________________________________________________________________ 
Yield stress  fy   LN  500/35     MPa —  — 
Flange breadth B   DET  300/—     mm —  — 
Flange thickn. D   LN  20/2      mm —  — 
Profile height  H   DET  300/—     mm —  — 
Initial deflect.  F0   HN  µF0/σF0     mm —  — 
Young’s modul. E   DET  210 000/—    MPa —  — 
Length    L   DET  4 000/—    mm —  — 
Dead weight  G   DET  800 000/—    N  —  — 
Variable load  S1(t)  G   1 200 000/300 000 N  0.1 0.01 
Variable load  S2(t)  G   1 200 000/300 000 N  1  1 _____________________________________________________________________ 
where DET = deterministic value and HN = halfnormal distribution [RCP, 2003]. 

 
Probabilities ji

lp ,  (4.2) and ji
ilp ,  (4.3) are 
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The limit state function (5.25) seems to be highly non-linear. Therefore, failure 
probabilities (4.4) evaluated by the FORM/SORM methods [RCP, 2003] are verified by 
the MC simulations [Matlab, 2002] as shown in Table 8. 

 
Table 8. Failure probabilities (4.4). ______________________________________________________________ 
Computational method 0,fP  1

1,fP    2
1,fP    2,1

1,fP  ______________________________________________________________ 
FORM       0  7.0×10-6  7.0×10-6  2.1×10-3 
SORM       0  7.5×10-6  7.5×10-6  3.8×10-3 
MC        —  7.6×10-6  7.6×10-6  3.3×10-3 ______________________________________________________________ 

 
It is observed that the FORM method based on linearization of the limit state 

leads to rather low estimates in particular for 2,1
1,fP  (θFORM ~ 0.6). The SORM method 

provides an acceptable approximation here (θSORM ~ 1.15). Therefore, the SORM 
method is preferably used in the following parametric study, being incomparably more 
efficient than the Crude MC method. 

Consider the lifetime T = 50 years. Estimated failure probabilities are 

 (5.27) 
It is again found out that UPPER 2 provides estimate close to the MC result 
(θU2 ~ 1.25). Detailed discussion on the obtained results is provided further. 

Failure probability Pf(t1,t2) can be estimated in this case also by the transforma-
tion into the time-invariant case using Turkstra’s rule, see section 2.3.3. Maximum load 
effect Emax of R-processes S1(t) and S2(t) can be obtained from (2.14) and, consequently, 

Pf,U1(t1,t2) = 8.8×10-4 Pf,U2(t1,t2) = 1.2×10-3

Pf,MC(t1,t2) = 9.6×10-3 

Pf,L1 = 1.6×10-5 Pf,L2(t1,t2) = 3.7×10-4 Pf,L3(t1,t2) = 3.7×10-4 
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substituted into the limit state function (5.25). The failure probability can be then de-
termined from 

 ( ) ( )[ ]{ } [ ] [ ] 01P0P,
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In accordance with section 2.3.3, two alternatives need to be considered to 
evaluate Emax: 

− alternative A: the R-process S1(t) is the leading action (and takes its lifetime ex-
tremes) and the R-process S2(t) is the accompanying one (taking an arbitrary 
point-in time value), 

− alternative B: the R-process S1(t) is the accompanying action and the R-process 
S2(t) is the leading one. 
Initially consider the alternative A. Since κ1 is 0.1, the R-process S1(t) renews it-

self on average each ten years. Stochastic model of S1 in Table 8, therefore, needs to be 
related to the period of ten years (N1 = 10) and represents 10-years maxima. Based on 
the extreme value theory, the mean of the Gumbel distribution for the lifetime extremes 
(N2 = 50) is obtained from [Holický, 1998] 

 µN2 = µN1 + 0.78ln(N2/N1)×σN1 = 1.2×106 + 0.78ln(50/10)×0.3×106 = 1.6×106 N (5.29) 

while the standard deviation remains constant (σN1 = σN2 = 0.3×106). The probability of 
“on”-state pon,1 (3.22) is pon,1 = ρ1 / (1 + ρ1) = 0.01 / (1 + 0.01) = 9.9×10-3. In other 
words, the extreme of S1(t) is “on” for 36 days within each period between renewals, i.e. 
within 10 years. The 50-year maxima of S1(t) should be thus combined with 36-days 
maxima of S2(t) (36 days ~ 1/10 of a year). Stochastic model of S2 in Table 8 represents 
the annual maxima of S2(t) since κ2 = 1. In a crude approximation, the mean of the 1/10-
year maxima of S2(t) (point-in-time value) can be obtained from (5.29) considering 
N1 = 1 and N2 = 1/10. 

Next the alternative B is to be investigated. Apparently, the mean of the lifetime 
maxima of S2(t) can be estimated from (5.29) considering N1 = 1 and N2 = 50. The prob-
ability of “on”-state pon,2 (3.22) is pon,2 = 1 / (1 + 1) = 0.5. The extreme of S2(t) is thus 
“on” for half a year within a year (κ2 = 1). The lifetime maxima of S2(t) should be thus 
combined with maxima of S1(t) related to the period of half a year (mean being derived 
from (5.29) for N1 = 10 and N2 = 1/2). Stochastic models of various maxima of the R-
processes S1(t) and S2(t) are listed in Table 9. 
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Table 9. Stochastic models for Turkstra’s rule. _________________________________________________________________ 
Variable   Period N Symb. Distr.  Mean  St.dev. _________________________________________________________________ 
R-process S1(t) 1/2   S1,1/2(t) G   0.5×106  0.3×106 
R-process S1(t) 10    S1,10(t) G   1.2×106  0.3×106 
R-process S1(t) 50    S1,50(t) G   1.6×106  0.3×106 
R-process S2(t) 1/10   S2,1/10(t) G   0.7×106  0.3×106 
R-process S2(t) 1    S2,1(t)  G   1.2×106  0.3×106 
R-process S2(t) 50    S2,50(t) G   2.1×106  0.3×106 _________________________________________________________________ 

 
Considering the limit state function (5.25), the maximum load effect Emax is thus 

obtained either from combination of S1,50(t) and S2,1/10(t) or from combination of S1,1/2(t) 
and S2,50(t). Failure probabilities obtained by the SORM method for the alternatives A 
and B are 

 (5.30) 
It is observed from (5.30) that the R-process S2(t) can be considered as the leading ac-
tion since the alternative B leads to higher failure probability than the alternative A. It is 
further seen that the probability Pf,T(t1,t2) is quite close to the probabilities determined 
by UPPER 2 and the MC simulations (θT ~ 0.8). 

Assume that the life cycle T is a study parameter T∈(10-6;50). The alternatives A 
and B of the transformation into the time-invariant case are evaluated for T > 10 and 
T > 1, respectively, since the R-processes renew themselves (on average) each 10 
years/annually, i.e. evaluations for smaller T’s would require more detailed analysis and 
some changes in stochastic models given in Table 9 should be made. 
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Figure 32. Failure probability for the centrally loaded steel column. 

 

Pf,TA(t1,t2) = 2.5×10-3 Pf,TB(t1,t2) = 7.6×10-3 
Pf,T(t1,t2) = max[Pf,TA(t1,t2), Pf,TB(t1,t2)] = 7.6×10-3 
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It is observed that UPPER 2 is in agreement with the MC simulations 
(1 < θU2 < 1.25). Transformation into the time-invariant case (alternative B) yields esti-
mates close to the MC simulations since (0.8 < θT < 1.25). It seems that Turkstra’s rule 
provides a good approximation of Pf(t1,t2). However, the drawback is that both lower 
and upper estimates of Pf(t1,t2) can be obtained. LOWER 2 is equivalent to LOWER 3 
for the nearly whole range providing lower estimates (θL2 = θL3  ~ 0.3). LOWER 1 
yields lower failure probabilities in particular for T > 5 (θL1 varies from 0.02 up to 0.2). 
It appears that UPPER 1 fails to provide an upper bound (θU1 ~ 0.1 < 1). For T << 1 dif-
ferences among the discussed formulas disappear except for LOWER 2 that leads to the 
zero failure probability when T → 0, see (4.49). 

5.6 Discussion of the developed numerical examples 

In section 5 the currently available lower (4.39) and upper (4.24) bounds are numeri-
cally compared with the newly proposed lower (4.49 and 4.51) and upper (4.34) 
bounds. In addition all the discussed bounds are verified by the MC simulations. 

It is indicated that the newly developed upper bound (4.34): 
− provides nearly the exact solution when failure probability is less than approxi-

mately 10-2. This conclusion holds for any types of R-processes, i.e. “spike-like”, 
“sustained”, “non-varying” and “varying” R-processes, 

− yields good estimates of Pf(t1,t2) (upper estimates up to 30 % compared to the 
probabilities predicted by the MC simulations) when the failure probability is 
within the range from 10-2 up to 10-1, 

− leads to rather crude estimates as the failure probability exceeds 10-1. It even may 
exceed one and the bound becomes useless. Note that in such cases only the 
lower bound (4.51) can be used to estimate Pf(t1,t2), 

− predicts crude estimates when “noise” R-processes are considered. 
It is believed that reliability analysis seldom deals with problems where the fail-

ure probability exceeds 10-2 or 10-1. Moreover, “noise” R-processes can be readily ex-
cluded from the analysis. Therefore, it is foreseen that the newly developed upper bound 
(4.34) will become a useful tool in structural applications. 

It appears that the currently available upper bound (4.24): 
− fails to provide an upper bound chiefly when “spike-like” and “general” R-

processes are involved in the analysis, 
− provides nearly the exact solution for “sustained”, “non-varying” and “noise” R-

processes. 
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Based on the obtained results, the bound (4.24) can be hardly recommended for 
practical applications since it may lead to erroneous solutions, in particular for combina-
tions of strongly intermittent actions. 

The proposed lower bound (4.49) improves the currently available lower bound 
(4.39) in particular for combinations of “spike-like” and “general” R-processes. On the 
other hand the currently available lower bound (4.39) provides estimates closer to 
Pf(t1,t2) for “non-varying” and “noise” R-processes and partly also for “sustained” R-
processes. As a conclusion, it is necessary to evaluate both the bounds and then deter-
mine the lower bound as indicated in (4.51) since it is impossible to give general rec-
ommendation which bound should be preferably applied in which case. It is emphasized 
that the lower bound (4.51) may provide the only applicable estimate for “high” reliabil-
ity problems where Pf(t1,t2) > 10-1 as the developed upper bound (4.34) may exceed one. 

The number of (time-invariant) failure probability evaluations nE necessary for 
determination of the proposed upper bound (4.34) is in general 2n. It is observed that in 
some cases this number can be significantly reduced since some load combinations (see 
sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.3) considered in the bound (4.34) can be neglected. In further 
research, selection of “important” and “less important” load combinations should be in-
vestigated based on the following procedure: 

− estimate probabilities kji
nP ,...,,

,f  (4.4) (“rough” estimates) corresponding to relevant 

load combinations by some efficient (and perhaps approximate) method, 
− determine the “important” load combinations by comparison of contributions 

kji
np ,...,, kji

nP ,...,,
,f  and kmji

mnp ,..,,..,, kji
nP ,...,,

,f , 

− evaluate failure probabilities (“accurate” estimates) for the “important” load com-
binations by some advanced (but maybe more time-consuming) method, 

− evaluate the proposed upper bound (4.34) using the “rough” estimates for the 
“less important” combinations and the “accurate” estimates for the “important” 
combinations. 
A special attention is paid to an influence of the interarrival-duration intensity ρi 

on the obtained Pf(t1,t2). It appears that the estimates of Pf(t1,t2) are sensitive to changes 
of ρi for approximately ρi < 1 while for ρi > 1 changes of ρi have negligible influence on 
predicted Pf(t1,t2). As a consequence, intensities ρi should be more carefully specified 
for strongly intermittent R-processes. It is further shown that quite similar failure prob-
abilities are obtained even though the input data for ρi are rather vague. It appears that 
in some cases a limited amount of input data can be sufficient to estimate the intensity 
ρi without loosing accuracy. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Summary of the state-of-the-art 

A state-of-the-art report provided in section 2 indicates that the approximate 
FORM/SORM methods and variance reduction techniques for simulation methods con-
stitute efficient tools for reliability analysis. It appears that the numerical integration 
method and the Crude Monte Carlo simulation procedure can be used for verification of 
newly derived procedures. Reliability methods available for time-invariant problems* 
seem to be well-developed. However, a great number of basic variables (in particular 
actions) involved in the reliability analysis are time-dependent. Critical review of avail-
able literature shows that time-variant reliability methods are less-developed and their 
improvements are required. 

Assumption on stationary conditions significantly simplifies the time-variant re-
liability analysis. Transformation into the time-invariant case provides the simplest 
procedure with the minimum amount of input data required. On the other hand, it may 
lead to non-conservative estimates of failure probability Pf(t1,t2) in particular when 
combining intermittent loads. 

It appears that renewal processes are convenient for combinations of a wide 
class of actions. Both non-intermittent and intermittent load processes can be easily in-
volved in the analysis as presented in an example of determination of the maximum load 
effect for processes with fixed durations between renewals. Moreover, a small number 
of input parameters is usually needed. In most cases renewal processes reflect essential 
contribution of the actual load processes to the failure probability Pf(t1,t2). 

Another approach to the time-variant reliability analysis, approximation based 
on continuous and differentiable functions, constitutes the most powerful mathematical 
tool applicable for nearly any actions on structures. Such a model can be used for ac-
tions inducing dynamic effects. However, a great amount of input data is required for 
specification of function parameters. In particular determination of characteristics of the 
derivative ( )tS&  used in Rice’s formula (2.20) and (D.5) is a rather complicated task. 

Taking into account major benefits and drawbacks of all the discussed ap-
proaches to the time-variant reliability analysis, renewal processes seem to be the most 
suitable approximation in most reliability applications. That is why the renewal proc-
esses are investigated in detail in the presented research. 

Amongst all the renewal processes, processes with the following properties, de-
noted further as R-processes, are found to represent the most convenient model in reli-
ability analysis: 

                                                 
*It is emphasized that one-dimensional random variables are considered here. 
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− processes may have intermittencies, 
− durations between renewals Tren are mutually independent variables with an ex-

ponential distribution, 
− durations of “on”-state Ton are also mutually independent exponential variables, 
− load pulses do not overlap, 
− load intensities Si are mutually independent arbitrarily distributed random vari-

ables, 
− random conditions are assumed at the initial time of the observed period. 

In addition, it is reasonable to consider mutually independent R-processes. Com-
parison with other types of renewal processes indicates that such R-processes usually 
represent a conservative approximation and require a considerably smaller amount of 
input data if compared with renewal processes involving correlations. 

6.2 Achievements 

Experience obtained from the presented research shows that simulation of random ini-
tial conditions by direct application of the Crude Monte Carlo method may be a rather 
time-demanding task. 

Probability density function (3.4) and cumulative density function (3.5) of the 
first renewal T0 (interval between renewals including the initial point/time) are derived 
considering the random initial conditions. A newly introduced simulation method from 
the cumulative distribution function of T0 significantly reduces computational effort be-
ing incomparably faster (approximately by a factor of 10) than the direct application of 
the Crude MC method. 

It is shown that the expected number of renewals E[N], an important basic char-
acteristic of the R-process with the random initial conditions, can be obtained from the 
formula (C.9) valid for the number of renewals of a Poisson process. 

Probability of “on”-state pon, another basic characteristic of the R-process, is de-
rived considering a sufficiently long observed period (3.19) and the obtained result is in 
a good agreement with results available in literature. 

Currently available formula (3.23) for “non-stationary” cases fails in predicting 
the probability pon of a “sustained” R-process for short observed periods. 

It is shown that initial probability of “on”-state p0on (3.27) is equal to the prob-
ability pon (3.19) for any type of R-processes. Numerical studies then indicate that the 
formula (3.19) remains valid for an arbitrarily long observed period.  

The outcrossing rate ν+ (4.22) is newly derived for R-processes. It is, however, 
recognized that the efficient reliability methods for time-invariant cases can be hardly 
applied to evaluate the rate (4.22) without any modification. As a consequence, compu-
tations may become cumbersome. 
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This drawback is overcome by the newly introduced upper bound ν* (4.33) on 
the outcrossing rate ν+ that can be evaluated by any of the “standard” reliability meth-
ods for time-invariant cases. 

Based on the upper bound of the outcrossing rate ν* (4.33), the upper bound on 
the failure probability (4.34) is proposed. Again, the bound (4.34) can be directly evalu-
ated by an arbitrary time-invariant reliability method and computational time can be 
considerably reduced. 

Numerical examples indicate that the newly developed upper bound (4.34) pro-
vides nearly the exact solution when Pf < 10-2 and good estimates (differences up to 
30 %) for Pf ∈ (10-2,10-1). This conclusion seems to be valid for any types of R-
processes. The bound (4.34) leads to rather crude estimates when Pf > 10-1 or when 
“noise” R-processes (see section 4.3.2.2) are considered. An upper bound based on the 
outcrossing rate (4.22), UPPER 2*, can be alternatively used to eliminate the effect of 
the “noise” R-processes. It is foreseen that the newly developed upper bound (4.34) will 
become a useful tool in structural applications. 

It is clearly shown in general terms that the currently available upper bound 
(4.24) fails for combination of “spike-like” R-processes. It is further observed from 
elaborated numerical studies that the upper bound (4.24) fails to provide an upper bound 
also for “general” R-processes. Consequently, the bound (4.24) can be hardly recom-
mended for practical applications since it may lead to lower estimates of Pf(t1,t2). 

It is shown that combinations of “non-varying” R-processes are well described 
by the currently available lower bound (4.39). The proposed lower bound (4.49) im-
proves the bound (4.39) in particular for combinations of “spike-like” and “general” R-
processes. The final lower bound on the failure probability (4.51) is proposed as a 
maximum value from the estimates obtained by (4.39) and (4.49). 

Numerical examples developed indicate that the currently available lower bound 
(4.39) provides estimates closer to Pf(t1,t2) for “non-varying” and “noise” R-processes 
and partly also for “sustained” R-processes. In other examples the proposed lower 
bound (4.49) leads to a narrower limitation of the failure probability. In general both the 
lower bounds (4.39) and (4.49) should be determined to find a lower bound closer to the 
exact solution. As the developed upper bound (4.34) may exceed one when 
Pf(t1,t2) > 10-1, the final lower bound (4.51) may provide the only useful estimate of 
Pf(t1,t2) in some cases. 

Parametric studies focused on an influence of the interarrival-duration intensity 
ρi on the resulting Pf(t1,t2) indicate that the estimates of Pf(t1,t2) are sensitive to ρi for 
ρi < 1 while for ρi > 1 changes of ρi have small influence on the predicted Pf(t1,t2). It is 
concluded that intensities ρi should be more carefully specified for strongly intermittent 
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R-processes. It is further shown that sufficiently accurate results are obtained even when 
the intensity ρi is determined from a limited amount of input data. 

6.3 Further research 

Submitted research indicates that some questions remain open and should be further de-
veloped. In this section the most important topics are briefly discussed. 

A rigorous mathematical proof that the formula (3.19) indicates probability of 
"on"-state pon at any time t considering the random initial conditions should be pro-
vided. 

It is foreseen that an approximation of the failure probability Pf(t1,t2) provided in 
(4.13) may improve the proposed upper bound (4.34) in particular when Pf(t1,t2) > 10-2. 
A possible application of (4.13) in reliability analysis should be another topic of future 
investigation. 

The number of (time-invariant) failure probability evaluations nE necessary for 
determination of the proposed upper bound (4.34) is in general 2n. It is observed that in 
some cases this number can be significantly reduced since some load combinations (see 
sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.3) considered in the bound (4.34) can be neglected. Identifica-
tion procedure of the negligible load combinations (possibly based on ideas presented in 
section 5.6) should be developed. 

Both the discussed lower bounds (4.39) and (4.49) are primarily convenient for 
combinations of “non-varying” or “spike-like” R-processes, respectively. An advanced 
lower bound should be thus developed to describe mutual combinations of such R-
processes. The basic idea is to apply: 

− fictive rates κi
* → 0 (see section 4.3.1) to R-processes with relatively small actual 

rates κi, 
− fictive intensities ρi

* → 0 (see section 4.3.2) to R-processes with relatively small 
actual intensities ρi. 

By intuition, such a bound could describe well any combination of “non-varying” and 
“spike-like” R-processes. Procedure to select which R-processes should have rates κi

* 
and intensities ρi

* is, however, needed. 
A lower bound fitted to combinations of “sustained” R-processes is not known 

yet. It is foreseen that derivation of such a bound might be a difficult task. 

In the end of the thesis note that the proposed formulas seem to provide narrow 
bounds on the failure probability in most cases. However, the estimates of the failure 
probability may become misleading if the accepted load models do not fit well the ac-
tual actions. It is, therefore, emphasized that load models and their parameters need to 
be carefully selected. 
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ANNEX A - ADVANCED RENEWAL PROCESSES 

Special types of renewal processes, referred to as advanced renewal processes, are dis-
cussed in this informative Annex. All these processes constitute more general models in 
comparison with intermittent renewal processes with rectangular waves and exponential 
durations (denoted as R-processes in the text). However, effective standard reliability 
methods (FORM/SORM and variance reduction techniques) cannot be usually directly 
applied to analyze problems in which advanced renewal processes are involved. Since 
analytical solutions are available only for simple problems, computations are mostly 
carried out using numerical integration methods or the Crude Monte Carlo method. The 
required computational time is consequently excessive. It should be also emphasized 
that treatment of advanced renewal processes that involve dependencies requires much 
larger amount of input data. 

Process with Erlang durations between renewals 

Durations between renewals may have arbitrary distribution. Models with fixed and ex-
ponential durations are investigated in the section 2.3. In some applications, e.g. 
[Iwankiewicz & Rackwitz, 1998], Erlang distribution (see Annex C) is used to describe 
durations between renewals Tren and initial duration of “on”-states Ton. It is again as-
sumed (as in section 2.3.4.3) that durations Tren and Ton are mutually independent and 
pulses do not overlap. 

A rather different procedure than that introduced in the text is usually used to 
evaluate coincidence probabilities of such processes. The so-called “phase approach” 
[Gross & Harris, 1985 and Saaty, 1961] based on transition probabilities of a Markov 
chain yields a set of differential equations. 

In comparison with the renewal processes having Erlang distributed durations, 
renewal processes with exponential durations lead to a simpler and conservative model. 
The renewal processes with exponential durations have been thus recommended for 
practical use as concluded in [Iwankiewicz & Rackwitz, 2000 and Iwankiewicz & 
Rackwitz, 1998]. 

Alternating process 

From a theoretical point of view, a model different from intermittent processes de-
scribed in the text is obtained using alternating renewal processes [Madsen & 
Ditlevsen, 1985], sometimes referred to as "birth-death" processes [Iwankiewicz, 1998 
and Gladysz & Sniady, 1986]. Unlike intermittent processes, the alternating processes 
are non-adjoining, i.e. each "on"-state of a process is followed by an "off"-state. 
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The sequence of alternating “on”- and “off”-states is usually governed by a two-
state Markov process [Feller, 1966]. The "on" and "off" durations may have an expo-
nential or Erlang distribution. Probability of "on"-state pon may be evaluated using the 
phase approach as described in [Madsen & Ditlevsen, 1981]. 

Renewal process with correlated durations [Wen, 1990] 

Some actions may tend to cluster, i.e. the occurrence ("on"-state) of the action increases 
the probability of further occurrence, otherwise the probability of "on"-state decreases 
with time. This tendency has been observed e.g. for tornado occurrences [Thom, 1963]. 
Polya distribution (see Annex C) is a suitable tool to cover such phenomenon in the re-
liability analysis. 

Alternatively clustering can be described by the Bartlett-Lewis processes [Bart-
lett, 1963], which are based on the same principles as processes with exponential dura-
tions. Intensities and durations are mutually independent. Unlike the processes with ex-
ponential durations, the "on"-state is treated as a cluster, i.e. a group of load pulses is 
involved in each occurrence. The process is characterized by the mean rate of cluster 
occurrence, the mean cluster duration µc, the mean number of load pulses per cluster n 
and the mean duration of each load pulse. The Bartlett-Lewis process is schematically 
indicated in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33. Bartlett-Lewis process. 
 

Numerical comparison with the processes with exponential durations indicates 
that the resulting failure probability Pf(t1,t2) for cluster models is rather lower. The dif-
ference, however, vanishes for "low" failure probability problems. Therefore, conserva-
tive estimates of Pf(t1,t2) are obtained when the clustering effects are neglected, i.e. the 
processes with exponential durations may be applied even for clustering actions such as 
severe winds caused by a storm system. 

Renewal process with correlated intensities [Wen, 1990] 

Load intensities may be also correlated from occurrence to occurrence. E.g. imposed 
load effect on a column of a multi-story structure varies with load changes on a certain 
floor. However, the loads on other floors may remain the same and the load intensity on 
the column thus becomes correlated. This phenomenon may be included in the analysis 
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using a simple stationary one step Gauss-Markov sequence in a process with exponen-
tial durations (more details in [Wen, 1990]). 

Numerical studies show that positive intensity correlation reduces the failure 
probability Pf(t1,t2). The difference from R-processes (for the definition of an R-process 
see section 3) becomes negligible for "low" failure probability problems. It is concluded 
that the analysis may be based on R-processes. 

Renewal process with dependence between intensity and durations [Wen, 1990] 

The dependence between intensities and durations may be important for actions induced 
e.g. by storms. It is observed that storms with longer duration may have higher inten-
sity. In these models durations between renewals are usually assumed to be mutually in-
dependent. Evaluation of Pf(t1,t2) is in this case rather complicated. 

Numerical studies presented in [Wen, 1990] indicate that the obtained failure 
probability is rather underestimated neglecting this type of correlation. The error is, 
however, small (the ratio of the correlated and independent cases being 1.3 for almost 
perfect correlation). It may be thus concluded that this type of correlation has only small 
effect on the resulting Pf(t1,t2). 

Correlation among renewal processes [Wen, 1990] 

Correlations within a particular process have been discussed so far. The processes them-
selves have been assumed to be mutually independent. However, some actions may in-
duce the other leading to correlation between their occurrences. An example is a wind 
storm that can bring an extreme snow load on a structure located in mountain regions. 
Such actions may have different intensities and durations between renewals, but may be 
clustered around a common point in time. Chance of their coincidence in this case con-
siderably increases. 

These actions can be described in the time-variant reliability analysis by the so-
called trigger models. Intensity correlation among particular actions can be involved in 
trigger models as well. 

Numerical studies show that reliability level is significantly influnced when cor-
relations among processes are taken into account. Positive correlations lead to much 
greater obtained failure probability Pf(t1,t2). It should be noted that enormous numerical 
effort is required to analyze problems with trigger models [Rackwitz, 1998]. 

Pulse shapes 

Pulses may be of an arbitrary shape. For simplification, rectangular, triangular and 
parabolic shapes are commonly assumed in the analysis. Analysis based on the rectan-
gular pulses is investigated here. Application of the triangular and parabolic pulses is 
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explained in [Madsen, 1979]. The other shapes may require specification of additional 
input parameters that may complicate the analysis. 

Rectangular pulses represent the simplest and rather conservative model as indi-
cated in Figure 34. E.g. a snow load may be assumed to be of the nearly maximum in-
tensity in the start of an "on"-state. The intensity is then decreasing. Intensity of a wind 
action may linearly increase and after maximum may again linearly decrease. 
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Figure 34. Rectangular and triangular pulses. 

 

It can be concluded that: 
− processes with exponential durations can be applied as a conservative and sim-

pler approximation instead of processes having Erlang distributed durations, 
− advanced renewal processes can describe nearly any type of correlation that may 

occur in the actual load processes. Combination of these processes allows ap-
proximation of almost all actions on structures in the time-variant reliability 
analysis, 

− on the other hand, such reliability problems can be usually solved only by the 
numerical integration or by the Crude Monte Carlo method. Consequently, com-
putations may become cumbersome, 

− it should be also pointed out that description of load dependencies is in general a 
difficult task since a large amount of input data is required (i.e. simultaneous re-
cordings of different actions at the same time, the same action at different loca-
tions on a structure, etc.), 

− nearly all correlations (except for trigger effects) explained in Annex A may be 
neglected in the analysis without loosing much accuracy. Non-correlated models 
leads to conservative solutions or acceptably underestimating results. It is, how-
ever, emphasized that the trigger effects need to be covered in the analysis, 

− rectangular pulses yield rather conservative solution with minimum of required 
input parameters. 
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For these reasons mutually independent rectangular wave renewal processes with ex-
ponential durations are selected among all the renewal processes for the analysis pre-
sented in the thesis. 
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ANNEX B – CONVOLUTION INTEGRAL 

Consider two (time-invariant) random variables X and Y with PDFs fX(ξ) and fY(ψ) and 
CDFs FX(ξ) and FY(ψ). The variables X and Y are assumed to be mutually independent. 
The convolution integral can be used to evaluate the probability P(X + Y < x) that a sum 
of X and Y does not exceed a certain threshold x. 

Probability of event A that Y ∈ (ψ, ψ + dψ) is obtained from 

 P(A) = P(ψ < Y < ψ + dψ) = fY(ψ)dψ (B.1) 

where dψ = differential increment. Probability of event B that X < x – ψ is given by the 
CDF FX(ξ) as 

 P(B) = P(X < x - ψ) = FX(x - ψ) (B.2) 
Since X and Y are independent, the differential increment of P(X + Y < x) is a 

product of two independent events A and B 

 dP(X + Y < x) = dP(X  < x - Y ) = P(A∩B) = P(A)P(B) = FX(x - ψ) fY(ψ)dψ (B.3) 
The probability P(X + Y < x) is consequently evaluated from integration of (B.3) 

over the variable Y 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∫
∞

∞−

−=<+ ψψψ dYX fxFxYXP  (B.4a) 

The probability P(X + Y < x) can be alternatively determined from 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∫
∞

∞−

−=<+ ξξξ dXY fxFxYXP  (B.4b) 

which can be derived similarly as the formula (B.4a). 
The formulas (B.4) are the so-called convolution integrals. More details and ex-

tension to general cases can be found e.g. in [Weisstein, 2004 and Penick, 2001]. 
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ANNEX C – OVERVIEW OF PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

Basic properties of selected probability distributions applied in the thesis are reviewed 
in this Annex. 

Exponential distribution [Balakrishnan & Basu, 1996] frequently used for time 
phenomena is a probability distribution of a continuous random variable. The exponen-
tial distribution with the origin in zero (t > 0), which is considered through the whole 
text, is specified by a parameter κ > 0. The probability density function is 

 ( ) t
X etf κκ −=  (C.1) 

and cumulative distribution function 

 ( ) t
X etF κ−−= 1  (C.2) 

Moment characteristics result in 
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Another theoretical model used for time phenomena is the Erlang distribution 
(gamma distribution with integer parameters) [Iwankiewicz & Rackwitz, 2000]. The Er-
lang distribution is specified by two independent parameters κ > 0 and positive integer 
k. The probability density function is (t > 0) 

 ( ) ( )
( )!1

1

−
=

−−

k
etktf

tkkk

X

κκ  (C.4) 

with moment characteristics 

 

kX

X

κ
σ

κ
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1

1

=

=
 (C.5) 

Note that the Erlang distribution becomes the exponential distribution when k = 1. 
Comparison of PDF for various parameters k (κ = 1) is shown Figure 35. 
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Figure 35. Probability density function of the Erlang distribution. 

 

A Poisson distribution [Weisstein, 2004 and Papoulis, 1984] is a probability dis-
tribution of a discrete random variable. For example if mutually independent durations 
of sub-intervals are exponential (with a rate κ), then the number N of sub-intervals that 
can occur within the observed interval T can be shown to follow the Poisson distribu-
tion. Probability that the number of sub-intervals within the observed period (T > 0) is n 
(i.e. a probability density function) reads 

 ( ) ( ) κκ T
n

e
n

TnN −==
!

P  (C.6) 

Cumulative distribution function is 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∑
=

−=≤=
n

i

i
T

N i
TenNnF

0 !
P κκ  (C.7) 

Probability of renewal occurrence in a very short interval ∆t is obtained from Wen 
(1990): 

 ( ) teN t
t ∆≈−=> ∆−

∆ κκ10P  (C.8) 

Moment characteristics result in 
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Another distribution of a discrete random variable useful in time-variant reliabil-
ity analysis is a Polya distribution [Wen, 1990 and Feller, 1968]. Unlike the Poisson 
distribution, exponential durations of sub-intervals (rate κ) are assumed to be depend-
ent. They may tend to cluster. Degree of clustering (deviation from a Poisson distribu-
tion) is specified by a parameter β. The number N of sub-intervals that can occur within 
the observed interval T is for n > 1given by 
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The mean and standard deviation are 

 
( )2κβκσ

κµ

TT

T

N
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+=

=
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Note that the Polya distribution becomes the Poisson distribution when β = 0. The influ-
ence of the parameter β on probability P(N = n) (C.10) is indicated in Figure 36. 
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Figure 36. Parameter β of the Polya distribution. 
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ANNEX D – THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF OUTCROSSINGS FOR 
CONTINUOUS AND DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS [DITLEVSEN & MADSEN, 
1996] 

Consider a continuous and differentiable function S(t) with a two-dimensional probabil-
ity density ( ) ( )( )ssf tStS && ,,  where ( )tS&  = [S(t +∆t) - S(t)] / ∆t. A considered limit state func-

tion is g[X(t)] = R - S(t). The expected number of outcrossings E[N+(t1,t2)], which is of 
main interest in the outcrossing approach, is in the following determined similarly as 
provided in [Ditlevsen & Madsen, 1996] for a rather more general case. 

The outcrossing from the safe domain U into the failure domain V within ∆t is 
an event defined by 

 [r ≥ S(t)] ∩ [r < S(t+∆t)] or, equivalently, [r, S(t)] ∈ U ∩ [r, S(t+∆t)] ∈ V (D.1) 

Intensity (in time) of outcrossings, the so-called outcrossing rate, ν+(t|r) given a 
threshold r may be formally defined from (D.1) as 

 ( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]{ } ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]{ }ttStSrtSr
t

ttSrtSr
t

rt
tt

∆+<∩≥
∆

=∆+<∩≥
∆

=
→∆→∆

+ &P1limP1lim
00

ν  (D.2) 

which can be rewritten (see Figure 37) as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )∫ ∫
∞

∆−
→∆

+

∆
=

0
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dd,1lim
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ssssf
t
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Figure 37. Illustration of the outcrossing rate deduction at time t. 

 

The mean-value theorem [Gradstein & Ryzik, 2000 and Weisstein, 2004] can be 
then applied to the inner integral in (D.3) 
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 ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )( )∫
∞
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+ ∆−−
∆

=
0

,0
d,1lim ssftsrr

t
rt tStSt
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where α ∈ (r - s& ∆t, r). The limit passage ∆t → 0 (i.e. α → r) then leads to Rice’s for-
mula [Rice, 1944 and Rice, 1945] 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )∫
∞

+ =
0

, d, ssrfsrt tStS &&& &ν  (D.5) 

The outcrossing rate ν+(t) is obtained from (D.5) as the expectation with respect 
to R 

 ν+(t) = ER[ν+(t|r)] (D.6) 
and the expected number of outcrossings E[N+(t1,t2)] from integration of ν+(t) with re-
spect to time 

 ( )[ ] ∫ ++ =
2

1

d)(,E 21

t

t

ttttN ν  (D.7) 
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ANNEX E – MATLAB CODE FOR THE MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS 

In this annex the Matlab code used for the Monte Carlo simulations is provided. Algo-
rithm for this code is indicated in Figure 24 in section 5.1. Notes are written in italics 
while REFERENCES to functions are in capitals. 

 
Time-variant failure probability assuming random initial conditions 
clear clear a workspace 
clc clear a command window 
 
Input data defined by a user 
T = 50; observed period 
mR = 280; sR = 22.4; mean and standard deviation of resistance 
mS1 = 50; sS1 = 25; mean and standard deviation of S1 
mS2 = 50; sS2 = 25; mean and standard deviation of S2 
k1 = 1; mean of duration between renewals of an R-process S1 
m1 = 1e6; mean of duration of initial „on“-states of the R-process S1 
k2 = 0.1; mean of duration between renewals of an R-process S2 
m2 = 1e6; mean of duration of initial „on“-states of the R-process S2 
n = 1.2e6; sample size 
 
tic 
Computation of parameters necessary for calculation 
mRLN = log(mR)-0.5*log(1+(sR/mR)^2); sRLN = (log(1+(sR/mR)^2))^0.5; parameters of LN distr. 
S1mod = mS1-0.4499*sS1; alpha1 = 1.28255/sS1; parameters of Gumbel distribution 
S2mod = mS2-0.4499*sS2; alpha2 = 1.28255/sS2; parameters of Gumbel distribution 
 
Setting parameters to zero 
nf = 0; number of identified failures 
 
for i = 1:n; simulation of n trials (whole R-processes) 
 Setting parameters to zero 
 s1 = 0; s2 = 0; realization of Si 
 tren1 = 0; tren2 = 0; duration between renewals of Si 
 tm1 = 0; tm2 = 0; the end of an „on“-state within a renewal for Si 
 te1 = 0; te2 = 0; the end of a renewal for Si 
 tend = 0; time already checked within simulations 
 I = 0; indicator of failure 
 Trial of resistance 
 r = lognrnd(mRLN,sRLN); 
 Simulation of the R-processes 
 while (tend < T) 
  if te1 < te2 
   if tren1 = = 0 
    Trial of the first renewal 
    ptren1=rand(1); 
    tren1=FREN0(ptren1,k1); 
    ton1 = min(tren1,-log(1-rand(1))/m1); initial „on“-state 
    t01 = rand(1)*tren1; starting point in the first renewal 
    tren1 = tren1 - t01; modified first renewal included in the observed period 
    ton1 = max(ton1-t01,0); 
   else 
    tren1 = -log(1-rand(1))/k1; renewal 
    ton1 = min(tren1,-log(1-rand(1))/m1); „on“-state 
   end 
   s1 = -log(-log(rand(1)))/alpha1+S1mod; 
   I = max(min(sign(s1-r),sign(ton1)),I); 
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   te1 = te1+tren1; the end of a renewal for S1 
   ton1 = min(T-tend,ton1); 
   tm1 = tend+ton1; the end of „on“-state within a renewal 
  else 
   if tren2 = = 0 
    Trial of the first renewal 
    ptren2=rand(1); 
    tren2=Fren0(ptren2,k2); 
    ton2 = min(tren2,-log(1-rand(1))/m2); initial „on“-state 
    t02 = rand(1)*tren2; initial point in the first renewal 
    tren2 = tren2 - t02; the modified first renewal included in the observed period 
    ton2 = max(ton2-t02,0); 
   else 
    tren2 = -log(1-rand(1))/k2; renewal 
    ton2 = min(tren2,-log(1-rand(1))/m2); „on“-state 
   end 
   s2 = -log(-log(rand(1)))/alpha2+S2mod; 
   I = max(min(sign(s2-r),sign(ton2)),I); 
   te2 = te2+tren2; the end of a renewal for S2 
   ton2 = min(T-tend,ton2); 
   tm2 = tend+ton2; the end of the „on“-state within a renewal 
  end 
  tm = max(min(tm1,tm2),tend); the end of „on“-state12 
  I = max(min(sign((s1+s2)-r),sign(tm-tend)),I); 
  tend = min(min(te1,te2),T); 
 end 
nf = nf+I; 
end 
 
Results 
pf = nf/n 
beta = -norminv(pf) 
toc 
 

FREN0 is a function that simulates trials of the first renewal T0 from the cumula-
tive distribution function FT0(t) (3.5). The function FREN0 is provided in the following. 

 
function Fren0 = Fren0(ptren,k); ptren = random number between 0 and 1, k = rate of the distribution 
 xs=0; lower bound of the interval with the solution "x" for which holds F(x)=ptren 
 xe=15/k; upper bound of the interval with the solution "x",1-F(15/k)=5.10-6 
 x=(xs+xe)/2; estimate of the solution 
 ys=1-exp(-k*xs)*(1+k*xs)-ptren; F(xs) 
 ye=1-exp(-k*xe)*(1+k*xe)-ptren; F(xe) 
 y=1-exp(-k*x)*(1+k*x)-ptren; F(x) 
 while abs(y) > 1.e-6 accuracy 
  x=-(ys-((ye-ys)/(xe-xs))*xs)/((ye-ys)/(xe-xs)); linear interpolation between xs, xe, F(xs) and F(xe) 
  y=1-exp(-k*x)*(1+k*x)-ptren; 
  if ye<0 
   xs=xe; 
   ys=ye; 
   xe=x; 
   ye=y; 
  elseif ys<0 
   if y<0 
    xs=x; 
    ys=y; 
   else 
    xe=x; 
    ye=y; 
   end 
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 else 
  xe=xs; 
  ye=ys; 
  xs=x; 
  ys=y; 
 end 
end 
Fren0=x; solution F(x) ~ ptren or, equivalently, |F(x) – ptren| < accuracy 
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